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ABSTRACT 

E'ta mesons have been produced by the reaction 1( p.~ 
0 

TJ n. Veto 

counters surrounding the hydrogen target in-~hich this interaction takes 

place elitrtinate all reactions involving charged. particle~. The neutral 
. ·. . . 

decays of·the eta meson are studied with a cubical_array of. lead plate 

spark chambers for the· conversion: of gamma' rays. The eta producing 

reaction is identified by the time of flight. of the neutron from the 

hydrogen target. The neutron is detected by one of twenty large scintil-

lation counters. 

We find .that our data are consistent with zero decays of the type 

0 0 0 
l) ~ 1( TY. With the assumption that OI).ly the neu·tral decays TJ ~· TY and 

0 . 0 
TJ -~ 31( ar.e p·resent, we. find 

0 

R( .....:Tl_~___:..'Y.:..'Y ____ ...:_· ) = O. 580 + O. 013 

1)
0 ~_all neutrals 

= 0.420 "*' R
.( Tlo ~ 31(o ) 

1)
0 ~ all neutrals · 

o. 015 • 

Furthermore, we find that, with 95.%. confidence 

~t.TJ: ~ 1(
027 

) < o. 061. · h ~all neutrals 
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I~ INTRODUCTION 

. 0 
Discovery of the T) and its Quantum Numbers 

. 1 .. 
In the fall of 1961 Pevsner e~ al. . discovered the T) meson in film 

from a deuterium bubble chamber.exposure. It appeared as an enhancement 

in the three pion mass spectrum from the reaction 

+ + - ·. ··o 
1! +n~p+1! +1! +1!. 

~y could make no· positive statement ':lbout its quantum ·numbers because. 

of limited statistics. 
. 2 . 

Soon thereafter Carmony et al~ demonstrated. that 

the TJ was an isotopic singlet. They £ailed to observe the reactions 

+ + 
1{""- + p ~ p + T]-

l.,.;!: 0 . 0 
" +,1! + 1{. 

Simultaneously, Bas.tien et al. 3 reported observing the TJ0 in the reaction 

0 
T] . 

L +' 
. 1{ + 

and in the 'reaction 

K + p ~ Ao + T]o 

L neutra~ · p'articles 

with the branching ratio 

0 + - 0 
j( -+ J( . 1( 1( 

0 
Jq ~ neutrals 

= .o.3i + .n. 

The large number·of neutral decays and a limited statistics Dalitz 

plot led Bastien et al. by means of intricate and elegant arguments to 

suggest that the ·TJ .had quantum numbers ~G(J') = 0+(0-) and decayed 

electromagnetically. The extremely short lifetime argued against weak 

decays. A strong decay scheme would imply G(TJ
0

) = -1 because G(3rr) = -1 •. 

Then, T]
0 ~ 1r

0
1r

0 would be for~idden by G-parity conservation. If I(TJ0
) = O, 

as the evidence had suggested, TJ -+31!0 would not occur either in·an 
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I-conserving strong9ecay. Symmetry forbids. the existence of an I·:;:: 0 

0 : 0 . 
state to 3rt· • Consequently the TJ should ha;ve no n_eutral strong decays~· 

However, approximately 76% of the 1]
0

. decays were obs~rved to be neutral. 

·' .. 0. . + ~ 0 .. 
The Dalitz plot distribution for. the d'~ay· T] ~ rt rt rt alsb 

suggested electromagnetic. decays.. The reasoni~g is· as ·follows: ·. The .. 

symmetry. requirement on an. r = 0 sys·tem of ·t.hree pipns is. su:ch that the . ' . . . . 
.. 

ualitz plot density must have sextant symmetry and .. must vanish' ~j.ther <'It 

t~e boundary (Jp ~ 1-,2+) or at the center·(Jp~··O-,._l+,·~.:.)~·.··The 
observed density, with <;>nly 23 data. {)oints, did not ·vanish at the center 

or periphery and did not. appear to have sextant symme.try. · Ther.e~ore, 

one must examine i > 0 states. Considering oply·· J ~ .2,·. a Dafitz p.lot 

with the observed density is consistent with I = 1 and· :/. 0 , 2 
- I 

(See, for example, Zemach, ·Ref •. 4.) If I(3rt) = Landi(TJ) = 0 the transition 

must involve a change in isotopic spin. ThiS.impltes an el~ctromagnetic 
transition involving a virtual photon which is emitted and reabsorbed. It 

changes the isotopic spin by one un~t' at bne' vertex ~md d'oes not change 

I at the other vertex. For exau{ple 

"! . . 1( 

~0-··-· ~: 
61 = 0 6I = 1 

I 
Since G = c(-1) for a neutral non-strange system of meaons, and aince C 

is conserved in electromagnetic interactions, such an I-changing 

transition also changes G. 
0 

Note that in such a model the T] ~ 3rt 

transition rate is proportional to aF where a = 1/137 is the fine structure 

constant. The authors pointed out that an electromagnetic decay scheme 

for ffJ0 with IG( JP) = 0+( 0 .. ) might include the follOwing atiowed decays: 

• i 

! 
I 

I 

... 
i 
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+ - 0 0 . 
'11

0 
--+ TY '· '11

0 
--+ :rr :rr 'Y, '11 . --+ 3:rr • 

None of the.se decays was actually observed due to the tiny probability .of 

gamma ray. materialization in a hydrogen. bubqle. chamber. However,_.· if the 

:rr+:rr- -y decay occurred_ with a frequency comparable to ·thl'lt of- the :rr+:rr- :rr0 

mode it should have been seen. 

While the data.of Bastien et al. favored b+(O-) they could not 

definitely rule out 0-(1-). However, supp,orting arguments a1;1d evid~nce· 

for the 0+(0-) assignment began to materiali?;e: (1) Brow.n and Singer5 

. . . ~- ~ 

pointed out that the high yield 'Of neutrals favored 0 (0 ). 
0 If the, 11 

were 0-(1-) the expected neutral. decay modes.woul'Cf:·be ,i~-y-~nd:~0:ir0-y 

(exactly as for the w0 meson which has a tow yield·of'neutral~) and they 
0 . 

showed a reasonable estimate of R = n --+neutrals ·would b~ R < 0.6. This 
0 11 --+ charged 

is in gross disagreement with the observed value R ;;- ~-3· (2) Gell-Mann, 
. 6 

Sharp, and Wagner produced a model whi~h explained why 11° --+ :rr + :rr -r might 

be :qt~re and hitherto unobserved. Without some such model there would be 

difficulty in explaining why the decay 11° -+:rr+:rr--y_, with.m~re phase spa.ce 

and with a matrix element one order lower in a, should not be vastly 

0 + - 0 ( ) 7 -greater than 11 4 :rr ~ n • 3 Rosenfeld et al. failed to find 

p
0

--+ 11° + :rr 0 which Fei.nberg8 had pr~dicted to be large if the 11° were 0-(1- ). 

Although no further direct experimental «!vidence had been announced, Puppi, 

reviewing 3:rr resonances at the 1962 CERN conference,· could say that the 

quantum numbers IG(.!) = 0+(0-) were "generally accept~d."9 

The first definite proof of the 0+(0-) assignment came when Chretien 

et a1.
10 

observed unambiguously the decay 11--+ rr in a heavY liquid bubble 

chamber. This proves that G(Tl) = C(Tl) = + 1 because C(-y-y) =·+ 1 and Cis· 

conserved. Furthermore 11° -+-y-y is forbidden by angular momentum conservation 
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if J= 1. ADalitz.plot for287 T}-7rr+,r-rr0 decays, compiled from various 

11 exp'Briments by Alff e.t al., bears out the original conclusions of 

Bastien et al. Fowler et a1. 12 found the rr+rr~y mode and measured the 

branching ratio 
0 + -

T) --71( 1( t 
o + -.o T} --7 1( 1( 1( 

= .26. .± .08~. Crawford et aL 13 definitely 

0 0 observed TJ --7 3rr • Their branching ratio measurements, based on very· 

limited statistics, were ~nconsisterit with ~ater expe~imental re~ults, 

however. 

There are. two other permitted decay modes fo,r an .. T}0 with 

IG(Jp),; 0+(0-) which are not inciuded in the list ~hove from ;Bastien et 
I. 

'al. 0 0 . 
T} --7 rr yy is allowed to proceed elect.romagnetically and is discussed 

below. In addition, the decay Tj
0 -74rr0 is ailowed to proceed by the strong 

interaction. Despite the stronger coupling, .the rate for this·.decay is 

expected to be infinitesimal because of a large angular momentum battier 

and extremely limited four body phase space ( Q = 9 Mev). No hint of this 

decay mode has ever been reported. 

• j 

' . \ 
I 

I 
~ . 
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B. T)
0 Branching Ratios before April, 1966 

1. The General Decay Scheme 

By June of 1963 all the decay modes. pr.edicted by Bastien et al• had 

been observed. The.charged branching ratios were well established as was 

the ratio .of charged to neutral modes: 

+ - 0 
!) -+ 1( 1( 1( 23. 
~ -+ all modes - • 

+ -
T)-+ 1(1~ 'l d .o6 
~ -+a · mo es 

!t -+neutrals 
~ -+ all modes =· ·11• 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

These values have not changed appreoiablyto the present daY:· (See, for 

. 14) example, Rosenfeld et al. 

The measurements of the above ratios were done using bubble chambers 

·and are quite reliable. The bubble chamber is not, however, a good 

instrument for unravelling the neutral decay scheme. ·The enormous amount 

of published literature about the composition of the neutral decays is 

evidence for the experimental difficulties involved. The history of the 

investigations into the neutral decay brand~ing ra·tios can be conveniently 

divided into two periods. The first era, lasting from the discovering of 

the ~0 until April of 1966, is dominated by speculation and the bubble 

chamber. During this period much .at~en~ion was focussed on what the 

neutral branching ratios ought to be.from general considerations and 

indirect evidence. The.direct experiments were not in good agreement with 

the speculations. However, this was not particularly alarming due to the 

inadequacy of the bubble chamber for such measurements. The second era, 

·that of counter and spa~k chamber experiments, began in April of 1966 

with the.work of DiGiugno et a1. 15 This first experiment of the second 
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period indicated that the previous speculations, largely untested 

experimentally, had been completely inadequate. A flurry·of excitement 

ensued. New speculations were introduced and discarded as the e~erimental 

situation changed aga'in. A large numher ofspark chamber experiments, 

the most recent of which is the present work, have indicated· that the 

speculations of the first era were es~entialiy correct. 

In June pf 1963 t~e neutral decay modes were assumed to be entirely 

0 
yy or 31f , both of which had been observeQ ••. The precise amount of each 

was unknown because all the. experiments ~d b~e-n bubble chamber experiments 

with a low probability of observing 
0 . 0 0 0 

ganuna rays.··. ·H~wever, theoretical 

estimates of ., 1 -+1C 1f 1f (see, for 
0 + - 0 

- 16 
ezample, Wali ) .suggested that 

Tj -+ 1{ 1{ 1{ 

0 0 0 0 
T) -11{1{1{ < 3 • 9· 

0 
TJ -+ all modes 

(4) 

Then, by process of elimination we have 

0 
T) -+ 2'2' > •:12. (5) 

'r}
0 

), all utvue~ 

A h d d 0 0 
• • db 1 1 i d not er ecay mo e, TJ -+ 1f yy 1s perm1tte ut was arge y gnore • Its 

. 17 
possible existence was noted by Bac~i et ai. in July, 1963 but it was 

15 . 66 not taken seriously until the work of DiGiugno et al. . in April of 19 • 

Few theoretical papers before that time discuss this mode. They approach 

Lhe 11° decay problem with the assumption that the neutral modes are composed 

0 
entirely of rr or 31f • 

. 0 0 
The decay mode TJ -+ 11.1 n is dif.ficult to obs'erve, particularly in 

bubble chambers. Any event involving a number of observed gamma rays less 

0 0 6 than six can be interpreted as an TJ -+ 31f -+ y event where a number of 

gamma rays escaped detection. The TJ
0 

-+ yy mode has well cle:ftiuedki:1ineaaU.ss 

., 

.I 

• ·I 
i 
I 
I 

' I i 
I 
I 
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and can be truly identified; analysis of events involving more.thail. two 

gamma rays is difficult. 
. 0 0 

On the theoretical sidei the modes T) ~ 1t' TY -. . . ~ 

and TJ
0 ~ 1t'+1t'-l can be realistically compared. The phase space. available 

to each of these three body decays is comparable. 
0 0 . . . 

The T) ~ 1t' l'Y mode has 

a coupling which is weaker .by a ·factor of· ex(~ 1/137 ). O'ne w·o~1d therefore 

expect the ;Tj
0 ~ 1t'

0
-yy decay to be two orders ·of magnitude smaller than the 

already small (- 6%) 0 + - ' 
Tj ~ 1t' 1t' 7 mode~ .. 

It is interesting to att~pt to understan·d the above T)
0 'branching 

ratios [i.e. equations (1) to (5)] by considering simp~e estimates of 

coupl~ngs, matrix element angular momentum properties, and· phase spaces. 

The partial width for an arbitrary decay mode of the ij
0 is 

ri- J 1Mil
2

.dpi 
phase 
space 

where M. is the transition amplitude to that final state and dp
1
. is the 

•1 

differential element of phase space. For electrOmagnetic processes we 

may approximate 

Here a is the fine structure constant (= 1/137), n is the number of 

electromagnetic vertices, and F(k
1

, k
2

, ••• )is a function of the final 

state momenta. The function F(k1 ~~2 , ••• )expresses the momentum dependence 

of the simplest matrix .element with the correct angular momentum properties. 

Table I shows the relative widths for the allowed decay modes using the 

simple approximation 

r i - an (F(kl' k2' • • • )2•) av f 
. phase 
space 

dp .• 
1 
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Table I. Branching ratio estimates, June, 1963 

Decay Simplest matrix Momentum RelativE! Relative width 
mode an element squared barri~r pha$e· Predicted Observed 

I F ( kl, k2, • • • ) 12 (F2) space 

TY cl- .21 fl2 k4 • 12 14~6 1. 75 . 1.4 

+ .- I fl
2 q2k2 2 .oooB 2.4 .275 ··.26 1f 1f 'Y a sin e 

0 cl- k 2 k 2 f(e). .()04 '4~2 .017. 0(?) 1{ 'Y'Y 1 2 
+ - 0 rl 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 11 

0 0 0 of 1. 5 1 1.1'5 1.7 1.7 1{ 1{ 1{ 

The matrix elements are derived in Appendix A and Sec. B. 2. below where 

the notation is explained. The treament of ~~entumbarriers and phase 

spaces is included in Appendix B. 
. 2 . 

The unknown form f~ctors, lfl , are 

taken to be unity. 

The predictions based on these simple considerations agree reasonably 

well with the br_anching ratios as they were u11;derstood to be in the 

summer of 1963. It must be pointed out, hoWever, that sucn,calculatinn8 

involve a liberal dash of black magic: (1) . The normalization of three 

body phase space depends on an unknown interac.tion radius r
0

• In strong 

interaction calculations r
0 

i.s usally taken to be ~ , the pion C:nTT!pton 
11:' 

wavelength. In the calculations presented in Table I an interaction 

radius of 3~11 was required. to make the predictions agree with the observed 

branching ratios. As we are dealing With electromagnetic decays a longer 

radius may be called for, but we are not on. very firm ground. (2) The 

momentum barriers used in the above calculations are very severe (~ k/m ). 
T). 

Usually momentum barriers are· estimated to be much lower. The rationale 

for the above approach is presen·ted in Appendix B. (3) The form factors 

are not known and are simply ignored. 

! 
i 
I· 
I 

• ! 

;.! 

I 
.I 

I 
! 

. I 

·I 
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Let us consider some other possible choices· for interaction ~adius 

and momentum barriers: (1) r = ~· ,· severe momentum barriers (~ k/m ). 
0 ~ . . . . . . ~ 

All th~ modes will agree among themselves excep~. for 1)
0 

--+ TY which is 

then predicted to be roughly nine times larger than observed. (2) r = ~ , 
0 ~ 

no angular momentum barriers (take kn - 1) •. All three modes i,nvolving 

real photons are then ~redicted to be_much.farger relative to the three 

0 + -·pion modes than they are observed to be. .·The T} ~ ~ .~ y decay s~ould 
. . . 0 . ' 

also be somewhat larger relative to the T} --+ yy mode. (3) r = 3~ , 
O· . ~ 

no angular momentum barriers •. Again, all the modes involving .real photons 

should be much larger than the three pion modes. 

. should be bigger than the 1)
0 

--+ rr mode. 

0 + -The T} --+ ~ ~ y mode 

It is only possible to account for the observed branching ratios in 

the manner above by treating phase space and momentum barriers in a rather 

extreme way. The general feeiing among physicists is that, without 
+ - . . 

examining specific models, the rr and ~ ~ r modes should be much larger 

relative to the three pion modes than they are observed to be and that 

+ - J 0 the ~ ~ y decay should compete more favorably with the yy mode. The ~ yy 

+ -mode should not compete favorably with.either yy or~~ y although it 

might compete with the three pion mode. The major problem with with the 

decays iri~o three pions. They are. just too large rel~tive to the others. 

Iri attempting to resolve the apparent discrepancies a number of models 

have .been considered. 

M o Brown and Singer advanced the attractive hypothesis that the_ T} 

. 0 
decayed via a G-parity violating electromagnetj.c proc~ss into a :~ and a: 

dipion resonance cr
0 [IG(f) = 0+(0+)]. The cr

0
, with a mass - 4oo MeV and 

· 8 +- oo width - 5 Mt:!V, then decayed strongly into ~ 1t or ~ ~ • Such a model 

eliminates the principal pro.blem in the ~o. decay scheme. in that the three 
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pion decays are really two body processes and are· not suppressed due to 

o· o 
the more limited three-body phase space. · Furthermore, TJ . --7 CJ + -y is 

'+- 0 forbidden by c conservation so that the 1( 1( r a:nd 1( rr modes remain limited 

phase space three body decays. ~nfortunately there:is no direct 

experimental evidence for the existence of .. a ·cr meson. 

. '19 
Bronzan and Low proposed a selection rule fo.r bosons which wnnld 

+ -explain wh~ the yy and 1( 1t r modes were &upprcas~d relative to .the three 

pion decays. In this schetne each boson ha~ a quantum number A = + 1 

which is approximately conserved. For example, A(r) =:= A(p)= ·A(¢}=+ 1 

and A(1t) = .A(K) =A(~)= A(w) = -1. Decays dd.occur·which.~iol~te A 

0 . 0 0 + -invariance by several percent, such as 1( --7 rr, T} --7 rr, and Tj --7 1( 1( r· 

0 0 . 0 
The decays TJ --7 1t rr and TJ --7 3:Jt are allowed transit;ions. It is difficult 

to understand haw -the w and ¢ mesons can mix in a ~nitary symmetry scheme 

if they have opposite quantum numbers such as A. Also,· the A invariance 

scheme permits a :Jt
0
yy decay mode which should then compete favorably with 

6 Uell-Mann, Sharp, and Wagner proposed a "rho dominance"-model which 

attempted to relate the several decay modes of-thew meson and the decay 

:Jt
0 

--7 rr· It incidentally made the prediction that the branching ratio 

0 + -
T) -7:Jtrry 0 - .2 

0 
TJ --7 rr 

ou the basi1:1 of coupling constants alone. This would explain the apparent 

difficulty with the relative rates for these two decay modes. In this 

model (which. is based on the equivalent quant;um nu~bers of the p and the 

photon) the Tj
0 decays virtually into two p0 mesons which then dec~y into . 

+ ;,. 
a single photon or into 1( 1(. rhe model makes no attempt to discuss the. 

anomalously large three pion decay modes. 

• I 
I 

·j. 

. I 

I 
i 

·! 

I 

.I 
. ' 

I 
'I 

.. ! 

' I 
• I 
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2. The Three Pion Decays 

The peculiarities of the overall ~0 decay sch~e have not yet been 

satisfactorily explained. Because physicists do not really kn~ how to 

predict absolute decay·rates from first principles this is not particularly 

surprising. However, in discussing the three pion modes one spould be on 

firm ground. No matter what difficulties arise in.comparing decays 

. 0 . 0 0 0 . 
involving real photons to those involving three pions, the ~ -+ :rc :rc :rc 

. 0 + - 0 decay mode should be related exactly to the T] -+ :rc :rc :rc mode •. ·. The 

difference between these two modes should depend only on calculable 

isotopic spin and symmetry effects. 

4 Following Zemach we describe the most g~neral amplitude· for decay 

into a Jp = 0- and I = 1 system of three pions as 

M = A ~ (~ • ~) + B ~ (~ • £) + C c (~ • ~). 

Here ~'··-~' £ are vectors representing the isotopic spill$'3 of :rc 1.; :rc2 , :rc
3 

respectively and A, B, Care form factors describing the. structure.of the 

final state interactions among the pions. In order that the total amplitude 

M be symmetric under the interchange of any two pions we must have 

and 

A(1rl; :rc2' ~3) = B(:rc2; 1(3' 1(1) = C(1r3; :rcl' :rc2 ). 

In terms of the charged states of the pions we have, for a transition to 

a final state with ·1 I, I > = 11, 0 > 
Z· 

M = A(a b c + a
0

b+c ...... + a b c ) + B(b c a + b c a + b c a ) 
0 0 0 o - + 0 0 0 0 I - 0 - + · 

+ c(c a b + c a b + c a L· ). 
0 0 0 0 + - 0 - + 

0 + - 0 In placing the experi~ental points for T] -+ :rc :rc :rc on a t:i:'iangular Dalitz 

plot we adopt the conventionthat 1r
1

, :rc
2

, 1r
3

·(represented by isotopic spin 
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+ 0 vectors _!, .£, .£) are 1! , 1! , rr respectively. That is, we relabel the 

pions by their charge. 0 ·+ - 0. 
Then M(T) -+ 1! 1! 1! ) ·= c. We cannot distinguish 

among the three rr0 so we plot the experimental points for T)
0 

--+ rr
0

rr
0

rr
0 

in 

a single sextant region of the Dalitz plot~ The amplitude for this process 

• • 0. + - 0 With the p1ons 1n 11 -+ 1! 1! 1! 

labelled by their charge the distribution of density on the·Dalitz plot 

( 
o + - o· -· + is determined by the amplitude C rr ;rr ,rr ) = C(rr ;rr ,rr ). A labelling 

+ - 0 . 0 0 0 
system based on charge is inconvenient when comparing the rr rr rr and rr rr rr 

decay modes. For the purpose of computing the branching ratio we place . . 

all the points for each mode in one sextant region of the Dali tz plot. 

Zemach shows that the branching ratio is then 

J jA + 
·I') 

phase B + etc. dp 

{ 0 0 OJ 1! 1! 1! s:eace 
= 

2 f ( IAI 2 
+ IBI 2 

+ lc1 2
)dp 

+ - 0 
1! 1! 1! phase 

space 

where the integral is computed over the single sextant region. 
' 

is a maximum for the "completely symmetric" situation where A == 

L:Vnstanr.. Then, 

( 
0 0 0 

=p ... rr~rr.;._;_rr;......L) = 1. 5-
+ - 0 p(rr rr 1t ) 

= 1. 73· 

R(1C:1f:rr:; 
1! 1f 1f 

R:.- C = 

If there are final state interactions and the. form factors are not constant 

then 

Consider the ·behavior of the form factors by expanding them in a 

power series in energy: 
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.A = A
0
(t +as+ + f3S 2 + l + s s + . ~ .. ) - 0 

B = A
0

(1 + as + 13S_
2 

+ l s s . + 
0 +. .. J 

c = A
0

( 1 + as + f3S 2 + l s s + .. ~ ) 
0 0 + -

where A
0

, a, f3, y are complex coefficients and the s
1 

are energy variables 

S
1
. = Wi - _1/3 Mn· (Note that S + S + S = ·o.) If A =. B = S ="-'A hwet::have: 

'I + - 0 · C 0 

(1) a uniform Dalitz _plot density for 1)
0 ~ 1(+1(-1(

0
, ,(2) a uniform 

0 0 0 0 . Dalitz plot density for T) ~ 1( 1( 1( , and (3} the maximum brap.ching ratio 

(

.000) 1( 1( 1( 
R · . = 1.73. + - 0 . 

1( 1( 1( 

The next simplest _situation is A = A
0 

( 1 + .as+), etc. and the amplitude for 

0 + - 0 . . T) ~ 1( 1( 1( , C = A (1 +as ), does not yield a constant Dalitz plot density. 
0 0 

For this situation we have: (1) a Dalitz plot density 1)
0 ~·1(+1(-:-1(0 ~hich 

depends on S , the energy of the neutral pion, (2) a uniform Dalitz plot 
0 

o o o o J r o o o] · density forT) ~ 1( 1( 1( tME1( 1( 1(_ =A+ B + c = A [3 + a(s + s + s )J = 
0 + - . 0 

3A because S + S + S = 0 ) , and ( 3 ) 
0 + - 0 

a branching· ratio less than· the 

~~~~- R 1( 1( 1( = 1.73. . { 0 0 0) 
+ - 0 

IC IC Jr 

It should be pointed out that the absence of 

0 0 0 0 a linear term in the completely symmetric amplitude for T) ~ 1( 1( 1( makes 

the Dalitz plot for this process an excellent place to look for the 

presence of quadratic terms in the form factor. 

·o 
Within a year after the discovery of the T)· attention began to focus 

on the S energy dependence of the Dalitz plot density for 1)
0 ~ 1(+1(+.1(o 

·0 
. 0 0 0\ 1(1(1( . 

to the branching ratio R{ + _ 
0 

• 
. . 1(1(1( J 

The decay of ·the T) 0 and its relation 

into three pions has hatures which are.very similar to the decays of K 

mesons. into thre_e pions. In each· situation the pions are presumed to be 

in a pure I = 1 state although the mechanisms leading to this state are 
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quite different. In addition, the total energy, Q, available-for pionic: · 

motion is comparable .:-.(and law) in each case. If any structure_-~s d~.re to~ 

final state interactions among the pions, then the ~o _situa'tions oug~t:;. 

to exhibit a behavior which is similar, perhaps identical. .I·t. had be~n ' 

20 . . + . . + + - . . . - . 
demonstrated by Ferra-Luzzi et al. that :r decay (1< · __. :rr _ir :rr )" fi_ts a 

linear matrix element ( analagous to C. = A
0 

( 1 + as 
0

-) 

Further, it had been noted from the earliest Dalitz 

that the density had a marked dependence on s . 
0 

. ·. 
. . 0 . +-- 0 

for TJ __.. :rr :rr· :rr '). 

· .. 3· ... 0 + ~ 0 
p~ot for T) -~-:rr- :rr :rr 

16 21-24 
A number of authors ' pointed out the similarities b~tween the 

TJ and K decays. 
. ' . . 16 

Of particular interest are the papers by Wali· and 

calculated the shape of the :rr 0 energy spectrum and the corresponding 

prediction for ·1:rro:rro:rro) fo:t various va.h•t~~s of a. Although the data were 
+ - 0 

1( 1( :rr 
insufficient for exact determination of a, he found that the slope of the 

energy dependence seemed to agree with the prediction from 't' decay and 

that nfi::rr::rr:) probably lay between 1.6 .:md 1.1. Be:l"'leyJ Colley, And 
11(1(1f 

-~Rat€~23 examined the available -r, -r' and TJ decays and demonstrated that 

t:he slopes of the energy dependence (i..e., a) agreed very well indeed. 

A linear dependence on the :rr0 energy is not the only simple p_ossibility 

for the form factor. An a-wave 1(1( resonance will also lead to a non-uniform 

Dalitz plot density. Brown -and Singer have attempted to describe the .
1 

0 0 0 

Dalitz plot and branching ratio R :rr+:rr·:rro I "!-!Sing. their (T resonance model. 27, 28 

:rr :rr 1( 

In this model the matrix element form factor has ·a resonance behavior rather 

.. i 
•J 

I 

. I 

. I 
! 
I 
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than a linear ene~gy dependence. In the limit r = 0 the branching_ ratio· 
. . a 0 . 0 Or 

R ( T} o ..o.t rro rr orr o } 
0 + - 0 T) ~1{1{1{ 

_is simply the branching ratio Ra( ;o .: : +: ~J = 0.5 (or 0.55 

if the ~ - rr0 mass difference is accounted ~or). A non-·zero resonance 

width increases the ratio R. For the range of values of M and r which . a (. ~ oa6) . 
might fit the data, Brown and Singer showed that the ratio R rr+rr~rro might 

. _1{1{1{ 

take on any value between 1.2 and 1.5. 

Crawford et al., 25 with a highly purified sample C?f 109 events, 

0 + - 0 studied the T) ~ rr rr rr Dalitz plot. They were able to find acceptable 

fits to the rr 0 energy 

matrix element gave a 

dependence with either mod~l. The fit . 0 0 0 1 
= 0.45· .± O.(J( which ~lbeiB R{rr 1r rr ;· = . + - 0 

1{ 1{ 1{ 

to. a "linear 

The slightly better fit to the a model gave M = 392 + 9 MeV and r = 88 _±15 . a - a 

MeV which implies , rrorrorro) = 1.28 + • 07. Foster et al. 26 ·analyz.ed 274 
+ - 0 -

1{ 1{ 1{ 
0 .. + - 0 . 

background- free decays 1J": -It rr rr rr • They found a good fit to a linear 

matrix element with a= 0.41 + 0.06 (which implies_~f~+rr_rr0 = 1.63.±0·02~ . 0 0 0) 
. ~11{ 1{ 1{ 

in good agreement with Crawford et al.) They were also able to fit t~e 

a model with resonance parameters M = 407+ 25 MeV and r 117 .± 15 MeV. a - 12, a 

R( 1{ 0 1{ 0 1{ 0 ) 4 
This implies =. 1. 9 .± 0. 07 and is not in particularly good + - 0 

1{ 1{ 1{ 

agreement with Crawford et al. 

·It appeared that both models could explain the experimental data on 

0 
the rr energy dependence. The chief difference was that. the linear matrix 

( 
0 0 0} . 

element model predicted higher values of R rr rr rr , close to the allowed 
+ - 0 . 

:rt' :rt' :rt' . 

maximum. However, the Brown and Singer model was not·as successful when 

applied to K decays. 29,30 The resonance parameters needed to fit the K 

decay spectra were not in agreement with those for the T) decay. This is 

perhaps not a severe criticism of the a model because there is not enough 

energy, Q, available in K dec·ays to produce the a on the mass shell. Taylor 
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et al.,3l in a very interesting paper, pointed out that one could get a 

fit to the ~ model and determine the resonance parameters b.~ expanding 

the resonance form in a power series about T
0 

= 0 and dropping· quadratic 

and higher terms. In this approximation the ~ model is mathematically 

equivalent to the linear matrix element model and the data cannot 
. 0 

distinguish between them; only in a situation where the 1t' e.nergy spectrum 

cannot be described by a linear approximation can a definitive test be 

made. 

In early 1966 the experimental situati.on on the parameter ex was 

relatively clear. The 1r
0 energy. spectrum is well fit by a linear matrix 

element. The linear matrix element model then makes a unique prediction 

+ - 0 
t e ~ resonance mo e 1s cons1 ere , ower for R( :Jt'o:Jt'o:Jt'ol --~ 1.63. If h d 1 · "d d 1 

1t' 1t' 1t' o o o·) 
values of R 1t' 1t' 1t' can be obtained. However, this model does not give 

+ - 0 :Jt' :Jt' :Jt' 
a consistent picture forK and~ decays (the linear matrix element.model 

does) and, as we have moted above, there is little·direct evidence for 

the existence of a ~ meson. 

I£ the experimental measurements of the parameter a are in agreement 

and unambiguously imply R(:Jt'o:Jt'o:Jt'o) - 1.63, the experimental measurements 
+- 0 -:Jt' :Jt' 1! 

of R are less certain. All but one of the experiments measuri.ng R were 

done in bubble chambers which are inadequate for such a measurement. If 

the probability of observing a single ganuna ray from a decay is p ' then 
'1 

the probability of observing six gamma rays from the same decay is 

proportional to (P )6. If P is small, as it is in a bubble chamber, a .., .., 
. 13 

slight mis-estimate of P is disastro~s. For instance, Crawford et al. 
0 .., 0 000 

found 
-7 n -7:Jt':Jt'l'! 

T) TY • 99.±· 48 and ....:·• _ ___..;.,;_;..;......;.:..__ This implies 
0 

~ -7 charged 

Ht~~ 1)
0 

-7 neutrals = 
0 

~ -7 charged 
reliable experiments 

0 
T) -7 charged 

1.65 .±.53 and is in gross disagreement with the more 

which measure this rate by counting missing neutrals 

j 
• i 

I 

. 

' 

' I 

i 
. i 

i 
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(see, for example Ref. 3). Perhaps the best experiment on the. neutral 

branching ratios up to thh time (April, 1966) was that of Bacci et al. 17 

In this experiment lead glas.s counters were used to detect the gamma rays • 

Although such a technique is fraught with difficulties it should yield 

better results than bubble chamber experiments. They found 

0 
1) -:-+ ll 

~0 -:-+ other neutral modes 
:::: o.8 + .2 but made no attempt to resolve the 

11 h 1 d "i b i f 0 d3°. ot er neutra mo es nto contri ut ons rom ~ yy an n • If the· "other 

0 0 0 0 neutral modes" were entirely T) -:-+ n :rr :rr , this measuretiu~nt, along with 
0 0 + - 0 

~ ~ neutrals - 1), -:-+ 1( 1( 1( - - • 7 and _._.__.......;;.;......;.;.....;.;'---
T)0 -:-+ all modes T)0 

-:-+ all modes 
.::. -23 (both reasonably reliable 

As of early April, 1966 t~ere was ~o compelling reason to believe that 

Rf :rro:rro:rro) was 

\ 
+ - 0 

1( 1( 1( 

not consistent with the. predictions of the linear matrix 

element model which, based on reliable data, explained ·the :rr0 energy 

. 0 + - 0 
spe~rum 1n T) -:-+ :rr 1f 1f • 
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c. ·r1° Branching Ratios after April, 1966 

15 . 
On April 25, 1966 a paper published by DiGiugno et al. an~oup.ced 

experimental evidence for the large branching ratio 

Their measurement 'of 

0 0 
T) -+ 1{ yy 

T)0 -+neutrals 
0 

T) -+ TY 

= .•:i75 + .036. 

= 0.7 agrees rather well 
· T)o -+ "other neutrals" 

with the earlier results of Bacci et a1. 17 Therefore, the change in the 

experimental situation is simply that the "other neutral modes" (other 

than T)0 -+ yy) are not en~irely T)0 -+ 3n:0 as had been previously supposed. 

0 0 The introduction of a large T) -+ 1! TY decay mode does not al_ter any of 

the previous branching ratio results except to decrease the amount of 

11° -+ 3rr0 and the ratio ol 1!:7t::rr:) . With the DiGiugno et al. me·asurement 
0 . 0 .,1{ 1( 1( 

of T) -+ 3n: = .209 _+ .027 and the · 1 tabl. h d tioe 

0 
Tj ( 

0 n 

0 
prev1ous y es · ~s e ra .:; 

T} -+ neutrals 

-+ all modes 
23 d n° -+ neutrals - 71) • an - • we 

11° -+ all modes 
have R:rr:rr:rr ( 0 0 0' + - 0 

1( 1( n; 

0.65. 

This is well below the predictions of any existing models including the 

cr model of Brown and Singer and indicates something really amiss. 

Several months ago after DiGiugno et al. announced their findings, 
. 32 

Wahlig et al. published the results of a apark chamber expe:dment w_hich 
0 0 

yielded . n -+ 1{ n < -32 
0 -

TJ -+ n 
~ decays. (The DiGiugno 

+ .09, more consistent with the earlier picture 
0 0 . 

results imply TI -+n: lY = .90 + .10.) The ratio 
·Q . T} ·-) ,.,. 

... 

• 

I 

I 
I 
I 

·j 

!. 

I 
• l 

of Wahlig et al. is an upper ·limit. They examined only events with 2y or ~~~ 

47 in their spark chambers. They pointed out that all their observed 47 ' ! 

events in the T}
0 

region could be explained by·feed-down from T)0 -+ 31!
0

-+ 67 

events where two gamma rays are lost. Thus, their results could be inter-

o ·o 
preted as a complete absence of T) -+. :rr 77 with an experimental uncertainty 
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0 . 0 

expressed as an upper limit on the ratio. T) --7 rc TY · 
0 

11 .--7 TY 

Whiile. the two preceeding experiments are in rat!ler .gros:s. disagreement,_ . 

0 -6' 
the question of the existence of a large amount of T) --7 rc TY, and .. · 

consequently a small R(rcorcorco)' ha~ been rai~ed •. A nmnber of ·t~e~or:etical· 
+ -: 0 

1'( 1'( lt 

.papers on the subject followed as well as- a large m.imber of ·~:x:perinients· 

(see Table II·below) •. If the results of·DiGiugp.o et ai·. 'areinc~r~e~t

and there is essentially no 11° --t i.0
-y'y dec~y rttod~ ('th~· resul-ts· ~f- Wah.lig 

' ·..... . ' 

et al. could be interpreted this wa,:y) then the theoretic~1:-,~p.ecul~ations of 

Sec. I. B. 2. do not need to be revised. ;rn 'that:.·~ase· -~he. ·TJ ~ :3rr·· mode_s 
. . ·I ' ..... , 

are consistent with a linear matrix element •. If DiGiugrio ·et al. are 
... .. · . 

correct a radical revision of the theoretical explanation of the T) --7 3rr 

decays is in order. 

Veltman .and Yellin33 suggested that (in the prestuned. absence of 

·. . (ltOTCOltQ) . - . , 
resonance behavior in the rrrr system) a value of.R -+ ~ 

0 
more than_ 15 

... rr rr rr .. · . · 
to ·20% below the allowed maximum of R = 1.73 would imply the_preserice of 

a LH = 3 transition. If C is conserved the 3rr. system can· bnly be in 

I= 1 or I= 3 states [G(3rr) = -1, C(3rr) = C(TJ0
) = + 1, --~nd G(3rr) ·= c(-l)I]. 

Consequently, in the absence of C violation only 8I = 1 and .6I = 3 

transitions can occur from the initial state. of ·the T)
0 

with I = 0. Feinberg 

and Pais3
4 

have shown that, if the final state of the three pions from 

,[2 tL - f3 2_ 
X 

DtL+~ 
T) ~ 3rr is_ a mixture of I = 1 and I_ = 3,- then R(rrorrorro) ::: ·. + - 0 

lt lt lt 

wh(~t:e ;..t .is t>:;_ratiu 0·}.i--tb~-..aruplitudeS-. 

where tL is the ratio of the amplitudes tL 

· pooo 

= :~~~ ):··"rf and the factor 1. 14 

is the ratio of the phase spaces -.- • 
. . P+-o 

If tL = 1/137, that is, if the 

1.14 

.6I = 3 transition is a second order electromagnetic transition (two vir-tual 

photons are emitted and reabsorbed and .61 = 1 at three of the four vertices) 

then we w~uld have R("
0

rr
0

rr
0

) = 1.67, only slightly lower than the allowed 
+ - 0 rrrrrr· 
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maximum of 1.73. Veltman and Yellin noted that R ~+~~~0 
. ( 0 0 0., 

::::. 0.5. impiies 
1( 1( 1( 

1~1 ~ 0.31 so that the data of DiGiugno et al •. might weli indicate a 

substantial 61 = 3 amplitude. They did not speculate. as .to what sort of 

61 = 3 transition might exist in nature. 

Woo35 also addressed the problem of a- small exper.fment.~l value for 

( 
0 0 0) Rrcrc~ • 
+ - 0 

1( 1( 1( 

considered 

Woo noted that a 61 = 3. trans.ition was a possibility but also 

a quadratic matrix element invo.lving P-waves in the r(rc system. 

0 + - 0 .· . 
If P-waves were only present in the T} --+ TC· rc ~ -~ecay and the S-waves 

were somehow. suppressed, a small value of R(rc:~:~:) _might be obtained. 
. 1( J( ,1( . . 

However, by using S and P-waves which 'tllere consistent _with what was known 

R,rc:~:~:J. 
1( 1( 1( 

about the rcrc interaction;_woo was unable to explain a value of 

less than 1. As did Veltman and Yellin, Woo concluded that the Di.Giugno 

et al. value of Rlrcorco~o) - • 65 would demand a 61 ·:= 3. trans~ tion. 
+ - 0 -6 1(1(~ 

Adler; 3 in a very exciting paper, made a definite (and exotic) 

proposal on what sort of 61 = 3 transition might exist whi.ch would explain 

the T} --+ 3rc puzzle. The successes of current aigebra cal~ulations in 

CJtplaining K ...., 3rc decay parameters had led a number of authors (see the 

references in Adler's paper) to apply similar calculations to TJ --+ 3rc decays.· 

There was some reason to suspect that a first order .electromagnetic 

transition T} -+3rc might be forbidden or suppressed in a curcent_~lgebra 

scheme. Adler observed that a second order electromagnetic transition 

(which might include a 61 = 3 part without any revision of the present 

picture of the electromagnetic interaction) would also be forbidden. He 

therefore proposed a C = + 1 iso-tensor addition to the electromagnetic 

current .• 
. . 0 

He showed that such an interaction could expla-in the rc energy 

0 + - 0 dependence of the T} --+ rc rc ~ decay within the framework of current· algebra 

and wo.uld .lead to an I = 3 admixture in the 31t' final state. Adler also 

.! 
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observed that such a C = + 1 electromagnetic iso-tensor interaction was 

not in conflict with any existing experiment&l data. 

Se~e~al months late~ Adler published a· sh~rt erratum.36 
·It s_tated. 

that his observation about the forbidden nature of a second order electro-

magnetic transition in the current algebra scheme was incorrect• .An 

I = 3 admixture in the 3rr final state might arise beca1.1se th~ first order 

(- cf) electromagnetic transition TJ-+ 3rr was .forbidden while the second· 

4 
order (-a ) was not. Consequently it is.not necessary to tnvent.a.C = +1 

iso-tensor electromagnetic current to account for the. experiuientaf situation •. 

As we have noted above, however, the 1!11 -+ 3rr decays are already much ,;too 

large." A noticeable transition with a coupitng·- a4 .is diff~cult to 

imagine since the T]-+ 3rr decay modes are inexpl~cably .large ev:e~ with Gf 
coupling. If 8~ = 3 transitions are needed to explain a low value. of 

R rr rr 1( ( 
0 0 0) 
+ - 0 

1( 1( 1( 

Adler's model is still an attractive possibility._ In this 

picture a virtual photon, emitted and reabsorbed, can cause a ~I = 3 

transition by changing I by ~I == 1 at one vertex and .6.I = 2 at the oth.er. 

The possible existence of a ~I == 3 transition for TJ-+ 3rr, whatever 

that implies, makes it very desirable to clear up the experimental situation 

1( 1( 1( 
on. R • ( 0 0 0} 

+ - 0 
A large number of experiments, discussed below, have followed 

1( 1( 1( 

the papers of Adler and DiGiugno et a1. 15 

. . .. . 37-40 
It is interesting to note that a number of more recent experiments 

with more statistics on the TJ
0

-+ 1(+1(-1(
0 Dalitz J>lot bear out the conclusions 

25 26 of the earlier experiments. ' The Dalitz plot density is consistent 

with a linear matrix element and the value of the parameter a has not 

' 
changed appreciably. The linear matrix element model which accounts for 

·h 0 +- 0 D 1' 1 d ' t: e '~I -+ n JC JC a 1 t z p o t ens 1. ty varia Hon in a simple way still 

( 
0 0 0} . 1( 1( 1( 

predicts R . - 1.6. . +- 0 -
1( 1( 1( 

Price and Crawford37 were able to account for 

.: ; :'. . . :~ . . :• .. 

' .... ;.: ..... ...,. ... ·.!'.i. •.••. 
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0 + - 0 64 . the D ~ ~ ~ ~ Dalitz plot for 0 events with quadratic and cubic matrix 

elements as well as a linear matrix element. They.were able to obtain 

an excellent fit to the data with a cubic matrix element which implied a 

value of R ~ ~ ~ as ( 
0 0 0} 
+ - 0 

~ ~ ~ 

law as 0.7. A large cubic term was necessary, 

however, to predict a value of R < 1.1. Price. and Crawford did not 

constrain the coefficients for the cubic matrix element in any way. Such 

a matrix element implies the presence of D-waves and iR not particularly 
' . 

attractive. However, they were able to demonstrate that a pure I = 1 

transition might be abl~ to ac:r.mlt'\t for a low eXJ:.it!L'lmental value of 

. ( 6 0 0) R ~ ~ ~ • 
+ - 0 

~ ~ ~ 

Of course it is not pleasant to contemplate the presence of 

a D-wave momentum barrier in a transition which is anomalously large to 

begin with. 

Table II lists the published experiments on the neutral branching 

ratios in chronological .order beginning with the work of DiGiugno et al. 

in April of 1966. The results are in terms of the following ratios: 

.o 
R = !l ···) n 

1 0 
--+ all neutrals . Tl 

·o 0 0 0 

~ 
T) ~:rr ~ ~ = 0 
~au neutrals D 

0 0 

R3 
Tl -t1( Y')' = 0 --+all neutrals T] 

0 0 

R4 
1) ·-t ~ 'Y'Y = 

0 
T} -t .,., 

0 0 0 0 

R5"" 
Tj -t~ ~ ~ 

0 
T} -+ryy 

All of the experiments listed in Table II can be classified as one ef 

three general types: 

Type A. Determination of.branching ratios by counting relative 

·numbers of gamma rays. 

: 
l 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

. I 
\ 

I 
•' ! 

I 
'! 
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Type B.· Kinematic analysis of·four ganuna ray events. 

Type c. Study of the energy spectrum of a single detected gamma 

ray. 

Table II. Neutral Branching Ratio Experiments. 

Author Method 

1. 
15 . . .. 

DiGiugno et al. J,ell.e~~1 glassoaounters 
(April, 1966) Typl'ype c) 

2. Wahlig et a1. 32 

(July, 1966) 
Spark chambers 
(TypeB) ·. 

3· 

4. 

5· 

6. 

7· 

8. 

Strugalski et at. 41 Xenon bubble chamber 
(Jan. 1967) (Type A) . 

42 Grunhaus 
(Dec. 1966) 

Feldman et a1. 43 

(May, 1.967) 

Bonany and 44 Sonderegger 
·Sept., 1967) 

Jacquet et a1. 45 

(Nov. 1967) 

Buniatov et al. 46 
(Nov. 1967) 

Baltay et AJ. 47, 49 
(Dec. 1967) 

Spark Chambers 
(Type A) 

Spark chambers 
(Type A) 

· Spark chambers 
. (Type B) 

Heavy liquid bubble · 
chamber 
(Type B) 

Spark chambers 
Type (a) 

Deuterium b.ubble chamber 
{'rype c) 

Result 

R
1 

= .416±. 022 ·· 

. · R2 = .• 209±.027 . 

R
3 

= -375±.036 

R4 ~ 0.·50 (90% . 
confidence level) 

0.86±0.47 

. R1 = 0.44±. 07 

~ 0-29±.10 

R3 = 0.27±.10 

Rl = • 579±· 052 

~ = .177±.035 

R3 = .244±.050 

R4 < 0.13 (95% 
confidence level) 

( 
:rroyy ) 

R all modes< 0• 12 

(95% confidence level) 

R1 = ·59±. 033 

~ .41±.033 

R . < O. 12 ( 95% . 
3 c6nfidence level) 

R4 < 0.28 (95% . 
. confidence lev•l) 

R
5 

=. 0.88±0.16 
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Table II. (continued) 

Author 

10. Bullock et a1. 48 

(August, 1968) 

Baglin et al. 51 

(June, 1969) 

12. Cox et al. 52 

(March, 1970) 

Method 

Heavy liquid bubble.· 
chamber (Type A) 

. . 
Heavy liquid bubble 
chamber (Type A) 

Hydrogen bubble chambe~ 
(Type c) 

13. Devons et a1. 53, 50 Spark chambers 
(June, 1970) (Types A, B) 

Result 

1.50+0.15 
-0.29 

= 1.7?.+0.25 

R
1 

= .486±.036· 

R2 = • 392±. o42 

R :_ 122+· 052 
3 - • ·: -. 044 

~ < ·07 (90% 
confidence ieve 1) 

R = O. 75±0. 09 5 ' ,· 

R 1) -7 rr 'Y'Y I 0 0 ) 

TJ
0 

-7 all neutrals 
decay from background reactiono 

In attempting to determine the branching.ratio 

a principal problem has been to separate the 
' 

which ~roduce a rr 0 rr0 system w:fth a maoo near thttt ut th~ Tj
0

• This problem 

is common to all three types (A, B, C) of experiments listed in Table II 

and has been handled with varying degrees of credibility. 

Experiments of Type A: 0 ' These experiments measure the ~ neutral 

branching ratios by the brute force met~od of counting garrana rays. Itt 

. 0 0 
attempting to measurG the amount of TJ -7 rr yy one must contend with a 

substantial uncertainty due to mis-estimates of gamma ray detection 

efficiency. If the probability of observing a single gamma ray (integrated 

over the garrana ray energy and over the geometry of the detection system) 

is q, then the probability of observing n gamma rays when m gamma rays 

were produced is given by the binomial relationship 

I 

• ! 

I 
i 

I 
I 
i 
I 

I 
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p I = m! q.n(i ·~. q)m-n. 
n m n!(m - n)! 

If q is not sufficiently 1arge (q < • 75) then. the number of 4y events 
0 0 . 

from ~ ~ 3~ ~ 6y may be much greater than the number of 4y events from 

0 0 4 
.~ ~ ~ yy ~. Y• At the same time, the majority of true 4y events will 

appear as 2y events, etc. It is obviously difficult to separate 2, 4, and 

6y decay modes in· a situation where two of the three modes appear more 

like their competitors than themselves. However, if the integrated prob-

ability q is large s~ that the majority of true 6y decays appear as 5 and 

6y events, etc. and. if the statistics are large, experiments of Type A 

can be quite convincing. Of course the notion of an "integrated probability" 

q has no meaning if the statistics are not large. 

If the integrated detection probability q is large and if the 

statistics are large, then one can meaningfully discuss the feed-down 

from true 6y decays into observed 5, 4, and 3! events according to the 

binomial relation for PI above. That is, if.there are a very large 
nm 

number of detected 5 and 6y events, then the number of detected 3 and 4y 

events expected can,be accurately predicted from the relative numbers of 

5 and 6y ev~nts. If this is not thP. caRe, then one must relyh&eavily on 

Monte Carlo calculations to estimate the feed-dawn which cannot be inferred 

from the data itself. This difficulty has plagued all of the experiments 

of Type A listed in Table II. The experiment reported in this thesis is 

the first experiment of this type (A) which has a sufficiently large 

integrated probability q and sufficient numbers of 5 and 6y events to 

minimize the reliance on Monte Carlo calculations. Table III shows the 

integrated probability q and the estimated feed-down from true.6y decays 

for the experiments of Type A. The feed-down ratios are calculated on the 
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basis of the binomial relation. The Monte· Carlo predictions for the 

experiments which report them are extremely close to the ratios in the 

table. 

Table III. Experiments of Type A. 

Author IntegrategratHdmber of Probability of deteCtiJ:J.g ny from 
probability observed a true 6z event 

q 6y n'= b 5 4. 3 2 .1 0 

1. Strugalski41 
• 53 4 .02 .13' .27 ·31 .20 .(17 .01 

et al. 

2. Grunhaus 42 
-75 17 .18 .36 .30 .13 .03 

3· 
. 43 

Feldman 
et al. • 55 13 .03 .14 .28 -30 .19 .06 .01 

4. . 46 
Bun~atov 

et al. .61 • 05 .20 ~32 .27 . • 13 .03 

5· 
48 

Bullock 
et al. .63 69 .06 .22 .32 -~5 .u .03 

6. Baglin5~ 
et al. -70 199 .• 12 .30 -32 -19 .o6 .01 

7· Devons 53 

et al. .67 .·.116 ·09 .27 -33 .22 .08 • (J2 

8. This experiment . 88 
·X 

-2500 .46 . .38 .13 .02 

* Based on -27% of data accumulated. See Sec. IV. A. below. 

In each of the experiments of Tabl~ III the neutral branching ratios 

were determined by counting relative numbers of gamma rays except in 

those of Bullock et a1. 48 and Baglin et a1. 51 These two experiments 

· I o o ul . 1t' 1t' 1t' measured the ratio R + _ 
0 :n: 1t' :n: 

directly in the same sample .. of film. They 

0 0 calculated the amount of ~ ~ 3:n: from the number of 5 and 6y events 

and estimates of their efficiency for detecting this number. The experiment 

of Devon~ et a1. 53 di~ an extensive analysis of the 4y events {experiment 

Type B) in addition to counting gamma rays. 

Experiments of Type B: These experiments concentrate on analysis 

I 
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of 4r events. By kinematic reconstruction, they attempt to resolve 

0 0 4 4 . TJ -+1( yy_-+ 'Y events from background y events •. These bac~tground events 

·arise from two sources: (1). production of. a 1C
0

1C
0 sy.stem wit.h a mass 

\ 0 0 0 
near that of the TJ and, (2) TJ -+ 3:rr -+ 6y events where two ganuna raY:s 

escape detection. 

There are three principal difficulties with this type of experiment: 

(1) The results depend onthe ability to-calculate the detection 

efficiency for 4y. 

(2) Pairing amb~guities: there are six ways of pai1;ing. 4y if we- assume 

a n:
0

yy system. For a 1C
0

1C
0 system there are three possible pairs. 

( ) '4 0 0 6 3 The·; 'Y sample is contaminated by TJ -+ 31C -+. 'Y events where two 

gamma rays.have escaped detection. Of these experiments, only· that of 

Devons et al.53 examines 6y events. The others must estimate the ·feed-

down into 4r events .• 

Experiments of !ype C: These experiments have the advantage ·of 

not being terribly sensitive to q, the probability of observing a single 

gamma ray. The observed decay is TJ
0 

-+ y + X where X may be any number 

of undetected neutral particles. The observed energy spectrum of the 

0 single detected gamma ray in the TJ rest frame is compared with that 

predicted from Monte Carlo calculations. 0 0 
If there is no TJ -+ :rr 'Y'Y 

present one would see a broad peak in E from Tj
0

-+ 31!0 clearly separated· 
)' 

0 from a narrow peak from TJ · -+ 'Y'Y• The effect of a substantial amount of 

0 0 
. f"ll . h 11 b h k TJ -+ 1C 'Y'Y 1s to 1 1n t e va ey etween t e two pea s. Gamma rays 

0 0 from a 1C 1C system also fill in the valley •. The principal problem is to 

0 0 . 0 0 
separate any TJ -+ :rr 'Y'Y from the 1C ri background. The expected distribution 

·o o 
of observed gammA. ray energies from TJ -+ 1C TY depends (only slightly) on 

the matrix element for this process and on the gamma ray detection efficiency 
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of the. system. Unlike experiments of types A and B, the dependenc.e on 

gamma ray detection efficiency.is linear. Naturally, a high degree of 

precision is necessary in measuring E • 
I' 

For this reason such an experiment 

cannot be done with an array_of spark chambers. 

Three experiments of type C have been reported.l5, 47,52 The bubble 

chamber experiment of Cox et a1. 52 involves poor statistics and a question-

able treatment of background. The bubble chamber experiment of RAlt~y· 

et al. 47 is not particularly overwheLming statistically but their background 

treatment seems convincing. 
. 0 Q 

They fi.nd no evidence fo1: r1 ...., n /'/'• The 

experiment of DiGiug11o et al., 15 with greater statistics, finds a very 

0 0 large amount of ~ ~ ~ !'/'• In this experiment a lead glass Cerenkov 

counter was used to measure the gamma ray energies. 

Although there are a few experiments listed in Table II which find 

0 0 a large amount of ~ ~ ~ yy, the majority find there to be little or none 

of this decay mode present. The high statistics experiment reported 

in this thesis confirms the majority findings. 

' . ; 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. General Considerations 

o· o 
The T} mesons are produced for analysis in the reaction re p ~ T} n 

by colliding a re- beam from the Berkeley Bevatron with a s.tationary 

proton target (liquid hydroge~) •. The reaction is studied by an array of 

neutron detectors and a set of lead plate spark chambers which constitute 

five sides of a cube _surrounding the target (Fig. 1 ).' The neutron is 

observed by one of 20 large scintillation count~rs and selected by its 

time of flight from target to detector. The gallDila ra.ys from the decay 

of the T}
0 (or associated re0 's) are detected by photographing showers 

produced· in the lead plates of. the spark chambers. Anticoincidence 

counters surrounding the hydrogen target veto any interaction in which 

0 
charged particles are produced, including those events where the T} 

decays by one of its charged modes. 

Thqse neutral processes which can be initiated by a beam of our 

energy ( 589 MeV or 716 MeV/ c) and which are expected to have sufficient 

cross section to be non-negligible are: 

0 
~ren 

0 0 
~reren 

o ·o o 
~ re re· re n. 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

The neutral decays of the T}
0 meson involve only re0 mesons and gamma rays. 

Both the T}
0 

and re0 decay so ~apidly (the re0 into rr) that they do not 

emerge from the target. Thus we observe only 

re + P ~n + g8llDila rays. 

It is from the rec.onstr~ction of the observed patterns of gallDil8 ray showers 

that the branching fractions of the TJ
0 are obtained. 
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The time of flight of .the neutron between target and detecfor 

determines whether or not an event is photographed for analysis. ··The 

reactions (1) through (4) each have characteristic time of flight spectra, 

shown in Fig. 2(b). The sum of all these spectra yields the experimental 

distribution of Fig. 2(a).· It is de.._. .. Jii:eote:tudy the·entire 

distribution. The background processes, (3) and (4), must be understood 

in detail. The charge exchange reaction (2 ), with its. well determined 

kinematics. and with the characteristic ~0 ~ rr decay, provide~ a .sensitive 

test of the detection system and of the analysis procedures. Consequently, 

no stringent requirements are imposed on the neutron time of flight (such 

0 as triggering only on the ~ peak). 

Most of the data in this experiment were accUmulated with a beam of 

momentum 716 MeV/c. Data were also taken at two momenta below (654, 686 

MeV/c) and two momenta above (745, 772 MeV/c) this central.value with the 

same counter geometry. Data at these mOOtenta, especiafly the lowest. 

(which is below ~0n.production threshold), provide valuable information 

about the background reactions (3) and (4). 
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(a) TIME OF: FLIGHT 

DISTRIBUTION 
(BETWEEN 20 AND . 

60 NSE C ONLY) 
FOR A SAMPLE OF 

THE DATA. 

liO . 40 !!0 60 

2. 

20 

· (b) SAME SAMPLE OF 

DATA. DISTRIBUTION 
·FOR EACH OF THE 

. FOUR CONTRIBU'TI 
INTERACTIONS: 

t ,....,+ P-+ .,• + n 
2. ... .; + p --+ ,..• + n 

3 .... - +p--+ ... • ... •+n 
4 .... - +p--+ ,.•,..•,..•+n 

.I. 

30 .40 ~0 60 

NEUTRON TIME OF FLIGHT (nsec) 

XBL 6910 5739 

Fig. 2. Experimental time-of-flight distributions for a portion of the 

data at 716 MeV/c. The distributions in (b) represent 

approximate fits to the data. 
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B. Physical Arrangement of ApParatus 

This section discusses certain general features of the experimental 

equipment and its deployment. k~more detailed description of each piece 

of equipment is presented in Sec. III below. 

The overall arrangements are shown in Fig. 1. The beam of pions is 

defined by three plane, circular counters in triple coincidence (M1, ~' 

~). The photomultiplier. tubes are mounted on opposite sides of the beam 

to avoid counting off-axis pions through Cerenkov effects in the light 

guides. The first of the three counters is 1/2-in. thick, producing a 

very stable output pulse suitable for accurate timing •. The third and 

last counter is a 1/16-in. thick wafer placed extremely close (1.7 in.) 

to the liquid hydrogen. The beam so defined is roughly the diameter of 

the last counter (3-ino )':'.and is smaller than the target. The liquid 

hydrogen target is a eylinder 4-in. in diameter and 8-'in. long placed 

coaxially with the beam. It is enclosed on the exi~ face and sides by 

two counters used in ~nticoincid.ence (Fig. 3 ). The exit- face counter 

(~) is a plane, square counter perpendicular to the beam. This counter 

vetoes events with charged reaction products in the forward direction as 

well ·as events where the beam pion passes through the target without 

interacting. The other veto count.er (A
1

) is a hexagqnal cylinder surround

ing the target and is in contact with the first, making a closed system 

in the forward direction. This counter eliminates charged reaction 

products at laboratory scattering angles up to 150 deg. 

There are five spark chambers, each constituting one fac~· of a cube 

which encloses a free volume of approximately one cubic meter and which 

contains the liquid hydrogen vessel. The pion beam enters this cubical 

volume perpendicular to and through the open face. Except for a hole to 
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admit the beam, the open face is guarded by a set of gamma ray detection 

counters (Fig. 4) to enclose more completely the hydrogen target. They 

are sandwiches of lead arid scintillator, the total thickness· being 4. 5 

radiation lengths. The four side spark chambers each contain ,... 7 radiation 

lengths. The back chamber, through which the u~used beam passes, contains 

- ~- radiation lengths. The total solid angle subtended at the target by 

the combined system of spark chambers and gamma counters is 3· 7 rr ster. 

Each spark chamber is viewed in orthogonal stereo. A system of 46 

mirrors brings all 10 views to a sirigle camera. An array of data lights 

is photographed with ther.spark chambers and displays the following 

information: the event (frame) number, which neutron f?ounter fired, the 

neutron time of flight, and which gamma counter fired, if a~y. 

Each of the 20neutron counters is placed at the same polar angle of 

13.4 deg. They have different azimuthal angles, are at a distance of 18 

ft from the target, and each subtends 1.08 msr in the laboratory system. 

The entrance face of each neutron detector is covered by a plane counter 

used in anticoincidence to ensure that the detector does not respond to 

charged particles. 

At this polar angle of 13.4 deg, the counters straddle the kinematic 

"Jacobian peak" for the reaction rr-p ~ T)
0 n at 716 MeV/c; that is, they 

cover· the maximum solid angle in the.center of inass system for their solid 

angle in the laboratory. Sacrifieed to this geometry is a unique time of 

flight for neutrons from this reaction. Gained is a large counting rate. 

Figure 5a shows the laboratory kinematics for the neutron recoiling from 

0 the T) • The hash ma~ks on the curve represent center of mass scattering 

angles in multiples of 5 deg •. The physicl;ll arrangement of the neutron 
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- 0 Neutron kinematics in the laboratory for rr p ~ ~ n at 

716 MeV/c. 
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counters can be seen to cover nearly 60 deg of scattering' angle in the 

center of mass system. Figure 5b shows the laboratory kinematics for 

neutrons recoiling fran systems of various masses (135 to 560 MeV). 

During the design phase of the experiment several possible arrange-

ments for the neutron counters were considered. In particular, the 

possibility of using the counters at a laboratory ·scattering angle of 

zero d~grees was rejected in favor of placing them. at the Jacobian peak. 

Monte Carlo calculations indicated that the-Jacobian peak orientation 

would give both a larger counting rate and better geometric efficiency for 

the detection of gamma rays. This geometry would s~lect events with 

0 forward scattered ~ and the likelihood of losing gamma rays upstream. 

(where there are.no spark chambers) would b~ minimized. Ah arrangement 

with neutron counters at zero degrees would have resulted in a smaller 

spread of neutron velocities from 1C-p-+ Tj
0 n. This advantage would have 

been somewhat offset by less time-of-flight separation from charge 

exchange ~eutro~e (see Fig. 2 )~ The fast neutrons at a labo:.eatory angle 

of zero degrees Which have just been discussed are those from interactions· 

where the neutron is. produced at zero degrees in the center of mass. There 

are also slow neutrons at ze:to deirees i.n .thiP. laboratory and 180 degrees 

in the center of mass. These are too few in number .(due to the adverse 

solid angle transformation) to be useful. 

the same Monte Carlo calculations which led to the choice of a 

Jacobian peak geometry were instrumental in determining other optimum 

experimental parameters such as the size and location of the hydrogen 

target. 

Several different central momenta (and correspondingly several 

different neutron counter deployments) were investigated prior to the 
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beginning of data accumulation. The choice of 716 MeV/c was made 

experimentally. From threshold the total cross section for ~0 production 

rises sharply with incident pion momentum. At the same time, the center 

of mass solid angle subtended by the neutron counters decreases with 

increasing beam momentum. Calculations done during the. design phase of 

the experiment indicated that the solid angle effect should dominate and 

that the ~0 counting rate at 716 MeV/c should actually be greater than 

at higher momenta with a larger total cross section. In addition, the 

signal to noise ratioe?Was expected to be vastly superior at 716 MeV /c. 

Both of these predictions were verified experimentally. The momentum 

716 MeV/c, which had been predicted to be optimum, was therefore chosen· 

for thebulk of the data accumulation. 

• 
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III. THE APPARATUS 

A. Beam Description 

The pion beam (Fig. 6) collected from a target in the internal proton 

beam of the Bevatron is quite an ordinary one and deserves no detailed 

treatment.· Fieid values for the beaJI! elements were determined using the 

program OPTIK54 and proved quite close to the final parameters. The. 

momentum defining H-magnet (B2) was wire orbited. 

The beam line can be divided into two halves at the momentum slit. 

The first half serves only to collect particles from the internal 

aluminum target and to bend .those of roughly the proper momentum onto 

the slit. In addition to its collecting duties, the first quadrupole 

doublet, ·Ql, helps focus the particles onto the slit. · · In this it is aided 

by a field lens (Q2) in which a brass collimator is buried. The particles 

are bent onto this collimating slit by an H-m~gnet, Bl. The second half 

of the beam selects the momentum and focuses the pions onto.the hydrogen 

target. Th~ elements in this half are a bending magnet (B2) followed by 

a quadrupole triplet (Q3). The beam line is fixed on either side of B2 so 

that the bend in this magnet determines the central momentum of the beam. 

The beam line is fixed upstream of B2 by the momentum slit and downstream 

by the quadrupole axis, a 2-ft. lead collimator with a 4 by 4-in. aperture, 

and the beam defining counters. 

Beam profile studies indicate the angular divergence of the beam to 

be less than ± 1 deg. The momentum dispersion is 6-p/p = ± 0. 015. 

At the conclusion of data taking the electron and muon contaminations 

of the beam were measured by a high pressure methane Cerenkov counter. 

This counter and its· use are fully des.cribed els~here. 55 · The opUcs of 

the counter allow one to view two separate angular regions of Cerenkov 
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light production, 0 < e < 6.6 deg or 7•4 :S e :S 13.7 deg. Summing the ligh.t· 

from both regions allows one to use the device.as a threshold counter. 

Examining only the smaller angular region allows one to use the counter 

differentially and examine each beam component separately. Both results 

are consistent and show 3% J..l.- at all momenta. The electron contaminations 

are 17, 24, and 33 per cent at 772, 716, and 654 MeV/c respectively. ·The 

~ and J..l.- contaminations were not measured for the other two momenta (686 

and 745 MeV/c). Not a great deal of data were accumulated at the latter 

momenta and the jj, J..1 contaminations do not enter into the dataanalysis. 

The average beam intensity was - 125 x 103 pions per second during 

a Bevatron spill of - 1.6 seconds. Roughly 20% of the beam particles 

were vetoed by anti-jamming electronics (see Sec. E below). Thus the 

net usable flux was abou~ 100 x 103 pion~ per second. or 160 x 103 pions 

per pulse •. The data taking rate was- two pictures per Bevatron pulse. 
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B. Liquid Hydrogen Target 

The liquid hydrogen is contained in a cylinder of 0.0075-in. Mylar, 

8-in. long and 4-in. in diameter (Fig. 3~· This flask is in an evacuated 

jacket of 0. 030- in. spun aluminum la!!ld:lclm~g entrance anc:l exit windows of 

0.010-in. Mylar through which the beam passes. The aluminum jacket is 

reinforced on the upstream end where it is joined to a long pipe. This 

pipe delivers hydrogen from a reservoir and acts as a physical support 

for the target jacket and the counters surrounding it. (Fig. 1. ) 

The reinforced· section of the alumi nm:n jacket hao ·a re-eulnmt hole 

of 4-in. diameter. This hole is introduced .·into the jacket structure to 

facilitate placing the iast beam counter extremely close to the liquid 

hydrogen flask. This counter (~) has a wafer of scintillator i. ?_.in. 

from the flask and an air light guide through which the beam passes 

axially (Fig. 3). 

F Scattering centers other than the hydrogen which could produce 

logically acceptable events are the last beam counter, the Mylar walls of 

the hydrogen flask, and the Mylar windows. .For processes· where :JC. + v -+ 

(all neutral final state) we have: 

counting rate with pYdrogen 
h h d = 9l95· counting rate wit out y rogen 

When the requirement of a detected neutron is added to the requirement of 

a neutral final state thi.~;~ rf.ltio beoomeA 11. 35. P'urther, in Lh~ reg16n 

under the ~0 peak the ratio is > 35. 
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c.· Scintillation.Counters 

All of the scintillation· counters are made from "Pilot· B" scintillator 

which is polyvinyltoluene doped with p-terphenyl and p,p'-diphenylstilbene_. 

The beam defining counters (M1, M2' MJ) and the anticounters surround

ing the hydrogen target (A1, ~) are all vhwed by RCA 8575 photomultiplier 

tubes and, with the exception of MJ' all have light guides of twisted 

lucite strips. Because ~ is very close to the h.yc:i.rogen target and 
... 

because it is physically buried in the target jacket structure, the beam 

of pions must pass axially through its light-guide~ For this reason, the 

light guide is an air filled cylinder of aluminized Mylar. A thin (.0005-in.) 

45-deg mirror of the same material tef].ects ·the light to a photomultiplier 

outside the beam region (Fig. 3)• 

Each of the three beam defining .counters· is a plane disc. They 

descend in size as the beam converges onto the_ targe·t_;· ~' M2' and MJ are 

4, 3· 5, and 3-in. in .diameter respectively. Mi is 1/2-in •. thick and 

produces an output pulse which is very stable .in time. ~ and ~ are each 

1/16-in. thick to minimize scatt~ring •. 

The veto counter surrounding the hydrogen target (A1 )_is a 1/4-in. 

thick hexagonal cylinder viewed by three tubes (Fig. 3-). The veto counter 

downstream of·the target(~) is an 8-in. square, 1/~-in. thick. This 

counter is more than 99·9% efficient·, as indicated by the fact that the 

neutral counting rate with target empty is = 0.07% of the beam rate. 

The neutron counters (N.) are cylinders.of scintillator 8-in. in 
1 

diameter and ~in. long. AIDperex XPlo40 'photomultiplier tubes ( 5-in. in . 

diameter) view the scintillator through light guides which are truncated 

cont=s of Lucite. The entrance face of each neutron count.er is covered by 

a lO~in. square veto counter (Vi). Here again use is made of twisted 
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strip light pipes. 

The gamma ·ray detection counters which ·partially cover the open face 

of the spark chamber cube are four in number (G1 - c4 ). Each is .a multi

layer sandwich of 1/4-in. sheets of scintillator aleernating with 1/~in. 

sheets of lead. There areileight such rectari.gular · shee.ts of each material. 

The dimensions of the counters are: c1 = 5·5 X 20 in~, G2 = 26 x 12.5 in., 

c
3 

= 7 X 20 in., c4 = 25.5 X 12 in. c
2

, c
3
, and c4 are each viewc::d by 

two Amperex 58AVP photomultiplier tubes phced. directly in contact with 

the smallest side of the sandwich. c1 .has a single such.5-in. diameter 

photomultiplier mounted in the same way. The deployment of these counters 

is shown in Fig. 4. 

The gamma ray detection counters are calibrated in such a way that 

they will respond to a minimum ionizing particle passing through any one 

of the eight sheets of scintillator. The calibration p~ocedure is to 

place the counters in the pion beam so that the pions are normally incident 

on each sheet of scintillator. The counter~ are then plateaued (i.e. the 

photomultiplier high voltage is raised until the counting rate is 100%) 

with the signal attenuated by a factor of eight at the discriminator 

input. In normal operation, ~£ attenuation is diacarded and the 

counters will respond to 1/8 of the energy deposited by a minimum ionizing 

particle traversing eight sheets of scintillator. 
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D. Spark Chambers and Optics 

The lead plate spark chambers and the ~ssociated optical system 

were inherited from a prior experiment. A detailed description can be 
. . . 6 

found in the published r.esults of that experiment. 5 The spark chamber 

pulsers and discharge gaps have also been described el~ewhere. 57 

Each of the four side.chambers contains 42 lead a~d 12 aluminum 

plates of dimension 4 x 5 ft. The back chamber, through which the beam 

passes, contains 48 lead and 13 alumtnum plates 6.5 ft square. These 

plates are separated· by optically clear Lucite .frames with a gap spacing 

of 5/16-in. The "lead" plates are in reality· a lamination of 1/32-in. 

lead between two sheets of 1/64- in. aluminum. The use of s.uch very thin 

lead plates makes the detection efficiency for low energy showers quite 

good (threshold for detection is E : 10 MeV; probabi1ity.of detection 
. )' -

is - 0.35, 0.75, 0.90, and 0.95 forE = 20, 4o, 60, and 8o MeV respectively). - )' . ' . 

A large number of plates is then necessary to achieve the desired number 

of total radiation lengths (- 7 in the side chambers, - 8 in the back 

chamber). 

The first five plates of each chamber are 3/64-in. aluminum. Garnpta 

rays entering the chambers are extremely unlikely to materialize here, 

the total thickness being - .err radiation lengths. A particle entering 

the chambers with a visible track in the first four ga~s is usually presumed 

to be charged. This is particularly useful knowledge for tracks in the 

back chamber where beam contaminating electrons often cause confusing 

showers. 

Figure 7a shows the arrangement of the five spark chambers ·in space 

and on the film. Figure 7b shows an actual photograph. Ten field lenses 

and 46.mirrors comprise an optical system which brings the 10 views to a 
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Fig. 7a. The arrangement of spark chambers in space (top) and the . 

arrangement of spark chamber views on film (bottom). 
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Fig. 7b. Photograph of a six-shower event with a beam track 

through Chamber 5. The data light array is in the 

upper left corner. 
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single Flight Research camera. The array of data · lights and a clock are 

also included in the photograph. 
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E. Electronics 

The neutron counter logic is presented ~n Appendix C. For the 

purposes of the following discussion it will be assumed that there is 

but a single neutron counter and that it has but a single discriminator. 

In reaiity there are 20 such counters, each with two discriminators. The 

final discriminator outputs are fanned in by a series of OR circ~its and 

are indistinguishable at the input of coincidence unit NC (Fig. 8). 

Similarly, the two veto counters (A
1

, ~) surrounding the hydrogen target 

are distinct (~ views the residual beam as weli as the forward angular 

range and has a special 200 MHz no-dead-time discriminator) but they are 

always used together and will be represented here as the single counter A. 

The first coincidence required is denoted B (for beam) on Fig. 8 and 

is simply a triple coincidence between M1, ~' and ~· The timing is 

such that the output of this coincidence unit is determined by M1 and the 

beam particle timing is as accurate as the timing from M} (± 0.25 nsec). 

The signal B is then fed into a second co~ncidence unit M (for monitor) 

where it may be vetoed by a "DT" (for dead time) pulse. This is a signal 

generated early by M! which is designed to prevent jamming of the system 

by beam particles too·.,close together in time. ~ generates a pulse in a 

special no-dead-time discriminator, DT
1

, 52 nsec earlier than in the 

regular M1 discriminator. One output of DT1 is delayed and triggers a 

similar. u~it, DT
2

• The outputs of DT
1 

and DT
2 

are then added and when they 

appear at the input of M they are the DT signal. This pulse begins 68 

nsec before M
1 

(at M), ends 2 nsec before ~' begins again 2 nsec. after 

Mi has died·away, and persists for another 500 nsec. Each B signal is 

then accompanied by its own early and late DT signal which is used as a 

veto at the M coincidence unit. It cannot eliminate itself but it will 
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januning, reduces the probability of finding beam tracks in the back spark 

chamber, and lowers the rate of accidental triggering. 

After the beam signal, B, has been rendered rate independent at M 

it is fed into another coincidence unit, GO, where the veto counters 

(A= A
1 

+ A2 ) are in anticoincidence. The output of this unit represents 

a ·"neutral final state"; t_hat is, a reaction where a beam particle entered 

the target region and no chargedpp~tte&&s emerged. 

The only further requirement necessarily satisfied before. triggering 

the spark chambers is that a neutron mustbe detected within the proper 

time limits. The. signal Ni (without its private veto, Vi), representing 

any one of the neutron counters, is required in coincidence with GO at the 

unit NC (for neutron coincidence). The GO pulse is 140 nsec wide at this 

unit and arrives well before the neutron signal. Thus the neutr·on timing 

is preserved at the output of NC. 

Another GO signal, which .is clipped to a width of four nsec and which 

is properly delayed, is. used in anticoincidence at NC to veto events where 

a ~ = 1 ganuna ray triggers the neutron counter. There is a considerable 

number of such events and the effectiveness of this "prompt peak killer" 

(PPK) is shown in Fig. 9· The time region of the spectrum before the prompt 

peak represents "particles" with ~ > 1 and is therefore accidental back

ground. These events are photographed for use.in the data analysis. 

The output pulse from NC is all that is logically required for 

triggering the spark chambers. The signal from NC goes to another 

discriminator, N, to be stretched ~nto a signal of length suitable for 

the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). The TAC determines the timing from 

the overlap of two long (? 100 nsec) pulses; in addition toN it must 
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Fig. 9· Time of flight spectra with (b) and without (a) the "prompt 

peak killer" for an equal number of incident pions at 716 MeV/c. 
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receive a signal, such as B, representing the timing of the b~am. For. this, 

a circuit which parallels B and which is called FIRE· is used. FIRE is a 

fourfold.coincidence between and N with A in anticoincidence. 

It.has its timing determined by M
1 

and is logically equivalent toN or 

NC. FIRE, rather than B, is used for the beam timing in order to avoid 

extraneous "start" pulses to the TAC. The 'l'AC determines the timing 

difference between FIRE~ which preserves the timing of Mt' and N~ which 

preserves the timing of the individual neutron counter. 

The FIRE unit performs a variety of tasks: (1) it fires the spark 

chambers, the fiducial lights, the event number lights, and the data light 

array, (2) it advances the camera, (3) it provides one sig~ai to the TAC, 

and (4) it generates an 80 msec gate to shut the system down during pulsing. 

and recovery •. FIRE also provides pulses to test various bits of information 

for posdble display on the data light array; for instance, if any gamma 

detection counter, Gi' or neutron counter, Ni, has the proper timing 

relative to FIRE a data light will indicate that this counter det.ected a 

particle associated with the event. The counters Gi are not inculded in 

the logic in any way except by the data light which lights when they are 

in coincidence with FIRE. The data lights are Xenon flash lamps. When a 

counter is in coincidence with FIRE the pertinent light is enabled. Each 

time the spark chambers are fired all the enabled lights receive a high 

voltage pulse ami are flashed. 

The TAC output goes to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) where 

it is transformed into a binary number which appears on the data light 

array. The TAC and ADC system has a minimum time resolution of± .i7 nsec. 
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. Introduction 

It should be emphasized at the outset of the discussion of data 

analysis that: (1) only 27% of the film taken at the central momentum 

(716 MeV/c) has been scanned and analyzed, and (2) geometric reconstruction 

and kinematic fitting have not yet been attempted for any but two-shower 

events. 

The branching ratios are determined from the central momentum data. 

Data at the other momenta (654, 686, 745, 772 MeV/c) are used to study 

the background and .are not included in the branching ratio determination. 

The remaining 73% of the central momentum data will be scanned and analyzed 

in the near future. Even.with only 27% of the film scanned this experiment 

is statistically far more significant than that of any prior experiment 

(see Table III, page 26). 

The longr~taa. for the data from thi~ experiment also include 

geometric reconstruction and kinematic fitting. This phase of the analysis 

depends on a system ~f three parts: (1) automatic scanning and measuring, 

(2) computer pattern 'recognition, and (3) computer reconstruction and 

fitting. The first and third parts are fully operational; the second is 

in the final stages of development. 

The automatic. scanning and measuring is done by SASs, 58 a precision 

cathode ray tube and photomultiplier system linked to a DDP-24 computer. 
• 0 

SASS digitizes the positions of all sparks, fiducial lights, and data 

box lights for each event. The scanning time is approximately ten seconds 

per frame. The only information from the SASS scanning that is used in 

the analysis presented in this thesis is that from the data box •. For 

each event the data box information obtained includes the frame number, 

i 
I 

\. 

. I 
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the neutron time of flight, whi'ch neutron counter fired, and which gamma 

counter fired, if any. 

The computer pattern recognition problem has proved to be a difficult 

one. The Fortran program DHARMA attempts to recognize showers .from the 

spark co-ordinates digitized by SASS. Although DHARMA appears to be 

quite reliable for events involving only a few showers, it has difficulty 

with five and six shower events• For this reason a modified version called 

DHARMA-H is currently being developed. Each frame is scanned by a human 

scanner as well as by SASS. The scanner records the origin of each 

shower referenced to zones of a grid system on the scanning table. The 

grid zone information also shows how the showers in each view (two views 

per spark chamber) should be paired. Information from both the hand-scan 

and the SASS scan is used by DHARMA-H. The program is constrained to find 

the showers listed by the scanner and determines the origin, direction, 

and number of sparks for each shower. Thus the human scanner performs the 

pattern recognition function am the SASS-DBARMA-H combination is nothing 

more than a relatively sophisticated automatic measuring device. 

The geometric reconstruction and kinematic fitting of the events from 

the DHARMA-H output is performed by th!3 SIOUX which is a standard bubble 

chamber program developed by the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Group A. 

It has been suitably modified for use with the spark ~hamber data. While 

DHARMA-H is not yet fully operational, SIOUX can at present operate 

directly on the hand-scan grid zone information. The grid zones localize 

the origin of each shower to within an approximately three-inch·cub.ical 

volume in space. By assuming that the shower originates at the center of 

the grid zone and that it points directly back to the target some meaningful 

( 
- 0 0 ) information about two shower events e.g., ~ p ~-~ n followed by ~ ~ yy 

has been obtained With SIOUX. The kinematic analysis is handicapped by 
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by imprecise directional and no energy information for .the showers. The 

energy will ultimately be determined by the DHARMA-H spark count. Even 

without this energy information,. the SIOUX analysis of the two~shower events 

(a three constraint fit) has been reasonably successful. Kinematic analysis 

of more complicated events must wait for DHARMA~H. 

. I 
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B. Method. of Analysis 

The ~0 branching ratios are obtained in this thesis by counting 

relative numbers of gamma rays (experiment of Type A, see page 2·4 ). The 

film is scanned by huma~ scanners who record the n~mber of showers. The 

number of gamma rays ~-~ to be the sum of the nUmber of recorded 

showers and the number of gamma detection counters which fired. The latter 

information is provide(} by the data box lights on eech frame. 

It is most convenient to display the shower information as a function 

of neutron time of flight. A distribution of number of.events versus time 

of flight is obtained for each number of gamma rays. _Figure 10 shows the 

scanned data at the central momentum (716 MeV/c) before it has been 

corrected for scanning efficiency. Figures 11 and 12 show the raw scanned 

data at the lowest (654 MeV/c) and highest (772 MeV/c) momenta at which 

data were accumulated. The data at 654 MeV/c contains no ~0 as the beam 

0 - 0 energy is below ~ threshold. Note the characteristic peaks from ~ p ~ ~ n 

(time of flight - 25 nsec) and~ p ~ ~0n. The ~0 peak at 716 MeV/c (33 -

53 nsec) is much broader than the ~0 peak at 772 MeV/c (29 - 33 nsec) or 

the charge exchange peaks. This is because the neutron counters straddle 

- 0 6 the Jacobian peak for ~ p ~ ~ n at 71 MeV/c~ Notice also that the 

efficiency for observing 2y charge exchange events is much lower than the 

efficiency for observing 2y eta events. This w'ill be discussed in Sec. F 

below. 

The raw data distributions shown in Figs. 10 - 12 will be corrected 

for scanning error. 0 
Then the time of flight spectra for non-~ events are 

deduced from the data at 654 ·and 772 MeV/c. These shapes, along with the 

characteristic ~0 shape, are fitted to the 716 MeV/c time of flight spectra 

to obtain the number of eta decays in a given gamma ray category ( i. ·e., 
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RAW DATA AT . 716 MeV/c 
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Fig. 10. Raw scanne4 data at 716 MeV/c. The solid. histograms are for 

the target empty data. 
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Figure ll. Raw scanned data at 654 MeV/c. 
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RAW DATA AT 772 MeV /c 
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Fig. 12._ . Raw scanned data at 772 MeV/c. 
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0 . 

TJ ~ Ny wlj.ere N = O, 1, o •• 6). These numbers are compared to the predictions 

0 0 for "feed~down" from a true TJ ~ Mr event into an observed ·q ~ Nr event 

(M > N). 0 0 0 
With the assumption that only the three decays~ ~ yy, TJ ~rr 'Y7. 1 

0 0 
and Tj ~ 3rr are present, the neutral branching ratios are deduced. 
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c. Data Accumulated and Information Available 

The amount of data accumulated at each beam momentum is shown in 

Table IV in terms of the total number of incident beam pions. Of the 

total 6£ - 166 000 pictures taken in this experiment - 120 000 were taken 

at the central momentum with the hydrogen target full. Approximately 43% 

of these 120 000 pictures are ~0 events. 

Table IV. Data accumulated. 

Beam 
Moment1ll'il 
(MeV/c) 

~~ 

654 

' 686 

686 

716 

q.nffi) 

745 

Hydrogen 
target 

Full 

Empty 

Full 

Empty 

Full 

Empty 

Full 

745 ·:;-,\!·~t.:v Empty 

772 Full 

772 Empty 

Number of 
millions of 
beam pions 
for which data 
was taken 

1431 

200 

829 

.0 

9230 

1698 

857 

0 

1469 

200 

Number of Number of 
millions of film frames 
beam pions for scanned 
which fi 1m was 
was scanned 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1035 

0 

7227· 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

12 971 

·0 

All of the information available is written on a magnetic tape called 

the ,.Master List." An event is listed by the frame number which appears 

on the picture in two ways: (1) arabic numberals ("nixie" lights) which 

are read by the human scanner, and (2) binary coded decimal.digtt lights 

in the datalight·array···tvhieh·arerread~>bySSASS. SASS M.so reaes· fromt:tbe 

data light array the neutron counter which fired, the neutron time of, flight, 
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and which gamma counter fired (if any). This information is placed on the 

Master List. 

The human scanner. records the position in both spark chamber views 

of each shower he finds. The scanner also makes certain value judgements 

(see Sec. D. below) about each shower which he lists in numerical code. 

Finally, the scanner records the number and type of non-shawer tracks 

(for example, beam tracks) in the chambers. All of this hand-scan 

information is placed on the Master List. 

A library of information about the experimental cpnditions under 

which each picture was taken is also available on the Ma8ter List. For 

a given frame number one can determine the beam momentum, whether or not . . . 

the hydrogen target was full, and whether or not the picture was taken 

with all the apparatus functioning properly. Equipment malfunctions, 

whether due to electronic failure or human error, cause the event to be 

ignored in the analysis. Only a few percent of the frames need to be 

disregarded for this reason. 

'· . : : '. 

', 
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Do Film Scanning 

Figure 7b, page 49, shows a typical photograph of a six shower event •. 

Figure 7& shows the orientation of the spark chambers in space andoonthhe 

film. The array of data lights is in the upper left hand corner of the frame. 

Notice the beam track passing through the center of the rear spark chamber 

(Number 5). The beam track is, of course, not associated with the event. 

The active time of the spark chambers h approximately 2.5 microseconds. 

If a beam pion (or muon) passes through the rear spark chamber between 0 

and 1 ~sec before the event which triggers the chambers it will appear as 

a "new" beam track with a spark in every gap. If such a pion passes 

through the chamber between 1 and 2. 5 fl~ec before the event it wi 11 ap·pear 

as an "old" beam tracko Such tracks are disjointed and dispersed; they 

present a major difficulty in scanning because they may be confused with· 

showers. 

Thir~-five per cent of the scanned film frames have a beam track 

passing through Chamber 5 (- 14% of the frames have a "new" track and 21% 

have an "old" track). ',rh~~e are three types of beam t.rackR nhAPrvPn· 

non-interacting pions or muons (- 52%), electrons (- 22%) and pions wl:tich 

interact in the spark chamber plates (- 26%). The beam electrons cause 

showers in Chamber 5. When they are "new" they are very straight and well 

collimated showers passing completely through the chamber. When they are 

"o1n" thE-y may resemble forward produced gamma ray showers. Approxiwately 

60% of the beam pions which interact in the spark chamber scatter 

elastically. The remaining 4o% charge exchange; T.hese events show a beam 

track which abruptly stops in the chamber. Usually one (and often two) of 

the showers in the chambers point back to the end point of the beam track. 

As for the electron tracks, when t:hese charge ·exchange tracks are "new" 
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they are easy to.recognize. When they are old and dispersed they may cause 

confusion. 

New and old non-interacting beam tracks are easily recognized as 

are new electron tracks and new interacting be~ tracks. Old electron 

tracks(- 4.6% of frames) and old rr- + Pb ~harge exchange tracks.(- 3-3% 

of fram~s) may be improperly recorded as showers by the scanner. As the 

tracks become old and dispersed they begin to have the segmented, irregular 

appearance of showers. Fortunately, as the tracks grow ·older the individual 

sparks grow larger and more diffuse. Often an old track looks like a 

disjointed collections of ''blobs." · The scanners ·are taught to exercise 

special care in the central region of chamber 5 through which the beam 

passes. It is believed that old tracks are mistaken for showers on less 

than 1% of the frames. This mis-identification is corrected for. in the 

general treatment of scanning efficiency. 

The scanner records the non-shower information (beam tracks) and th2·r:. 

examines the data light array to see whether or not a gamma counter fired. 

He ·then scans the frame for showers, listing each by the grid zones (two 

views) where it appears. Following each recorded shower is a coded 

statement about the shower: 

(1) The shower is "normal." That is, it begins in the active region 

of the chamber, has more than two sparks, and points toward the hydrogen 

target. 

(2) The shower occurs in·the region of a corner between two chambers. 

Such a shower may originate in the dead extremities of one chamber and 

first. appear in another chamber. 

(3) The shower has only two sparks. 

(4) The shower does not point to the hydrogen target. 
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(5) The shower is probably a fragment of another shower rather than an 

independent one. 

(6) The "shower" is probably an old beam track fragment. 

(7) The shower is probably produced by the same photon which triggered 

a gamma counter. 

Showers of ~ypes (1), (2), and (7) are counted as such. The number of 

triggered gamma counters is added to the number of these showers to obtain 

the total number of detected gamma rays for the event. In the special 

case of a shower of type (7) the gamma counter responsible for producing 

the shower is not counted. In such cases the photon materializes in the 

gamma counter and p~oduces a shower which spills over into the adjacent 

chamber. By convention, the shower in the chamber is counted and the 

triggered gamma counter is not. Figure 4 (page 36) shows the relative 

positions of the chambers and gamma counters. 

The scanners proved to be quite adept at correctly making most of the 

above value judgements about the showers. For showers of types (4) and (7) 

their judgement appeared somewhat less reliable. Every event including 

such a shower was rescanned by a physicis.t working together with the most 

competent of the scanners. The Master List was updated accordingly. 

The scanners were generally over-zealous in finding showers which 

do not point back to the hydrogen target •. When shcwers occur near the 

non-active edges of the chambers the entirety of the shower is not always 

observed. The observed fragment, which may be only a branch of the whole 

shower, does not necessarily point towards the target. Showers in the 

vicinity of the gamma counters also may not point towards the target. The 

gamma counters (like the spark chambers) contain dead regions, most notably 

the support brackets, where a photon may materialize without trig&ering 
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the counter. Such photons may produce showers which appear in the adjacent 

chambers and point more towards the counters· than towards the target. 

All events containing a shower which the original scanner recorded as not 

pointing towards the target were re-scanned. If the shower appeared to be 

correlated with an inactive region of a spark chamber or gamma counter 

the "vertex problem" label was removed from the Master List. 

If a scanner 1a belled a show~r as one involving a "doubly-detected 

photon" (observed as both a shower in a chamber and as a triggered ganuna 

counter) he did so quite reliably. The mistake which he waSJ likely to 

make was to fail to recognize such cases. It appears that the scanner is 

quite likely not to riotice the data light indicating a triggered gamma 

counter. For this reason the SASS reading of the data light array is 

always used in the analysis to indicate a counter detected photon. A re

scan was done for· every event: ( 1) where a shower appeared in a chamber 

adjacent to· ,a gannna counter, (2) where the SASS scan indicated that 

partic~lar counter to have been triggered, and (3) where the scanner did 

not indicate a doubly-detected photon. The Master List was then corrected 

accordingly. 

Afte'r the scanning information was corrected for "vertex problem" and 

"doubly:-detected photon" errors, the number of detected gannna rays for 

each event was determined. No other ·corrections were applied to individual 

events. A neutron time-of-flight distribution is obtained for each number 

of detected photons (see Figs. 10 - 12). The scanning efficiency correction 

(to be discussed below) is applied to the distributions themselves rather 

than to the individual events. 

Th~ number of detected photons for each event is taken to be the sum 

of·an "normal" and "corner" showers [types (1) and (2) above] and all 

--:: 
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triggered gamma counters (determined from the SASS scan of the data lights). 

Showers with only two sparks are not counted. Some of these two-spark 

showers are undoubtedly genuine low energy gamma rays which convert. 

However, the chambers are quite transparent to low energy (~ 10 MeV) 

photons. Photons of such energy are ·copiously produced through Bremsstrahlung 

in the development of a normal shower. Due to the transparency of the 

chambers to these photons, they may produce one and two-spark showers a 

considerable distance away from the mother shower. The directional infor-

mation ·associated with two-spark showers is highly unreliable and we must 

ignore them. The Monte Carlo calculation which we will use to calculate 

the amount of "feed-down" (from Tj
0

--? My into an observed Tj
0 

--?Ny) can 

easily account for an energy cut-off excluding two-spark showers. 

''Vertex problem" showers remaining after the re-scan corrections 

described above are also not counted as showers. Generally these showers 

point either towards the center of chamber 5 {the remnants of a rr + Pb 

charge exchange event) or towards the lead collimator upstream nf th~ 

hydrogen target (see Fig. 1, page 30). Presumably the latter are associated 

with an off-axis beam pion stopping or interacting in the collimator. 
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E. Scanning Eff{ciency Correction 

On~ complete roll of film ~aken at 716 MeV/c with the hydrogen target 

full was triple-scanned to determine the sca.nning efficiency for this 

analysis. The corrections discussed in the previous section were applied 

to each scan. If all three of the scanners agreed on the number of showers, 

their type, and their grid zone locations the event was taken to be 

correctly scanned. All of the frames where all three scanners agreed and 

reported four or more showers were scanned by a physicist. No disagreement 

with the scanners was found. If a conflict appeared between any two of the 

three scans for·a given event that event was subjected to a special scrutiny. 

A physicist, working together with the most competent scanner, scanned 

such events a fourth time. In this case the fourth scan was taken to be 

correct. There ~ere 2944 frames on the triple-scanned roll of which 1052 

had to be scanned a fourth time. 

In scanning a true j-gamma event (i.e., an event with (j - g) shcwers 

and g triggered gamma counters) the scanner-SASS combination will generally 

observe the proper number of gamma rays. When a mistake is made it will be 

made by the scanner rather than SASS. Some small fraction of the time he 

will fail to notice one or two showers and the event will appear on the 

·Master.List as a (j- 1) or (j- 2) gamma event. Similarly, the scanner 

may mistake one or two old beam track remnants for showers and ·the Master 

List will show a (j + 1) or (j + 2) gamma event. Given a true j-garmha 

event, there is a probability P .. that, after scanning, it will be recorded 
1J 

on the Master List as an i-gamma event. We obtain a matrix of the elements 

P .. fram the triple-scanned film. 
1J 

I 

We wish to fit the j-gamma time of flight spect;rum to find out the 

humber. of T)? ~ jy events present. Suppose, for example, that there are 
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no true T}
0 ~ 3r events. If there are 2000 true T}

0 ~ 2')' events in a peak 

in the time-of- flight spectrum and if there is a P
32 

= .1 probability that 

a scanner will see three showers when only two are present, then a false 

YJ
0 peak containing 200 events will appear in the three ganuna time-of-flight 

spectrum. In general a strong peak in the j-gamma distribution will be 

reflected in the (j ± 1) and (j ± 2) gamma distributions. 

The sdinned data must be corrected for scanning error in such a way 

that neither the shape nor the magnitude of the j-gamma spectrum is 

reflected in the (j + 1) or (j ± 2) gamma distributions. The technique 

used in this analysis is to form a matrix of the probabilities P .. , invert 
~J 

-1 
it, and apply P.. to a vector representing the scanned data. This is 

~J 

done for each bin of the time-of-flight distributions (i.e., each histogram 

bin). Let us form a vector T. whose jjth component is the true number of 
J 

j-gamma events for a certain neutron time of flight. Let S. be a vector 
~ 

whose ith component is the observed number of i-gamma events for the same 

neutron time of flight. If Pij is the probability that a true j-gamma 

event is observed as an i-gamma event, then we have 

S.=P .. T .• 
~ ~J J 

It is assumed that Pij is independent of neutron time of flight over the 

region of the time-of- flight spectrum for which the analysis will be 

performed. The matrix P .. is inverted and the matrix Pi.-l is applied to 
~J J 

the vector of observed showers to get the number of true showers. This is 

done for each bin of the time of flight histograms. A further discussion 

is presented in Appendix D. 

Before the scanning efficiency correction matrix is applied to the 

scanned data a subtraction is made for the U&J&~t~ty data at 716 MeV/c. 

No tar,et empty film was scanne~ for· 654 or 772 MeV/c. The data at these 
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latter momenta are used principally to infer the shape of the 3 and 4-gamma 

background distributions. Figure 10 ehow• the 716 MeV/c target empty data, 

normalized to the same number of incident ••am piona as for the target full 

data. It is clear that the number of tar!et .. pty events in the 3 and 4-

gamma categories is negligibly small eo that tae subtraction is not 

necessary. The majority of the target empty events occur in the 0, 1, and 

2-!amma categories. The shape of their time-of-fli&ht distributions 

indicates that they are quasi-elastic charge exchange events occurring in 

the target walls. 

After the target empty subtraction at 716 MeV/c has been made the 

scanning correction matrix Pi.-l is appliod to thevve~Cor S. of the number 
J . J 

of observed j-gamma events to obtain the vector T. representing the true 
. ~ 

number of i-gamma events. This is ~one for each bin (1 nsec bin width) of 

the time-of-flight histograms. No other corrections of any kind are made 

to the data. Figure 13 shows the results. No target empty subtraction 

has been made at 654 or 772 MeV/c. Figures 14 and 15 show the data at 

these momenta after the scanning efficiency opErection. 
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CORRECTED DATA AT 716 MeV /c 

0 GAMMAS 4 GAMMAS 

I GAMMA 5 GAMMAS 

'""--2045 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 10 20 30 40 50 60 

NEUTRON TIME OF FLIGHT IN NSEC 

70 

XI!IL 707-1328 

Fig. 13. Data at 716 MeV/c after target empty subtraction and scannini 

efficiency correction. 
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CORRECTED DATA AT i54 MeV/c 
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Fig. 14. ·Data at 654 MeV /c after scannin1 efficiency correction. 
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CORRECTED DATA AT 772 MeV /c 
... ----------·- ----···--------_:____:---,__:_ ___________ 1 
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Fig. 15. Data at 772 MeV/c after scanning efficiency correction. 
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F. General Features of the Data 

Exami.nation of Figs. 13 through 15 reveals a number of interesting 

features. First consider Fig. 13, the corrected time of flight distributions 

for 716 MeV/c. A strong ~0 peak is observed in the 2, ·5, and 6-gamma 

0 0 6 distributions. It is clear that the detection efficiency for ~ ~ 3~ ~ r 

is high. 

Next consider Fig. 14, the distributions at 654 MeV/c. The threshold 

beam momentum for ~0 production is 686 MeV/c. Since the momentum dispersion 

of the beam is ~p/p = ± .015 we should see no ~0 events at 654 ± 9.8 MeV/c. 

The absence of any clear signal in the 6r distribution (18 events total) 

0 indicates that there are indeed no ~ events present. The small number of 

6r events also implies that there is present very little background of the 

type ~-p .~ 3~0n. The threshold beam momentum for this process is 463 MeV/c. 

Since 654 M~V/c is well above 3~0n threshold and since we see very few 6r 

events at this momentum we might reasonably expect there to be very little 

~-p ~ 3~0n present at 716 MeV/c. 

Although there are very few 6r events at 654 MeV/c, there is a 

considerable number of 5r events. These 5r events appear to be true 4r 

events plus an extra detected gamma ray. This "feed-up" problem appears 

elsewhere. Notice, for example, that~charge exchange peak appears in the 

3r distributions at all three momenta (Figs. 13 to 15 ). ·This "feed-up" is 

not attributable to scanning error. It is discussed in Sec. t below; for 

the present we will simply fit the time-of-flight distributions~odetermine 

the number of ~0 ~ Nr events for N = O, 1, ••• 6. The correction for 

feed-up will be made afterwards. 

The 4r distribution in Fig. 14 shows very clearly the shape of the 

0 0 
~ p ~~ ~ n background. 
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The 5 and 6y distributions at 716 MeV/c (Fig. 13) indicate that the 

0 
~ peak lies between roughly 33 and 62 nsec. Consider the 1 and 2y 

distributions at 716 MeV/c with this in mind. It can be seen that there 

0 is a small background underneath the rr p ~ ~ n peak which diminishes as 

the neutron time of flight increases. An experimental estimate of this 

background at 716 MeV/c can be made from the 654 MeV/c data (as discussed 

in the next section). 

Another noteworthy feature of the data is that the feed-dawn ratio 

at 716 MeV/c from 2y to ly events is different in the ~ and charge exchange 

regions. It is quite small in the ~ region reflecting the fact that the 

neutron counterscstraddle the Jacobian peak for ~ production and the ~·s 

are produced in the forward hemisphere. The feed-down is very large for 

the charge exchange events. This is because the rr0 is produced at large 

angles in the laboratory (- 133 deg) and there is a relatively high 

probability that one of the gamma rays will escape upstream. 
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i i f h h h 
0 d 0 . .b i G. Determ nat on o t e S apes of t e n an non-n D1str1 ut ons 

The :re-p -+3rr 0 n ShapE!•:.:The fry distribution at 654 MeV/c (Fig. 14) 

- 0 suggests that there ia very little rc p ---+ 3rr n present at that momentum. 

Anticipating that this is probably also the case at 716 MeV/c, we use the 

0 3rr n shape generated by our Monte Carlo pro·gram. That is, we assume a 

- 0 phase space distribution for rc p ---+ 3rr n. If we expected this process to 

be present in any large amount, we would examine the phase space assumption 

with some care. As matters stand, we expect the contribution from this 

process to be negligible (and, indeed, it turns. out to be negligible) so 

that we use the phase space shape. 

0 The n Shape: Although a Monte Carlo c~lculation exists which 

0 predicts the n shape, we prefer to infer this shape from the 5 and 6y 

data. - 0 If there is very little rc p -7 3rr n present these distributions will 

contain almost ~xciuilively n° events. 

As mentioned in Sec. A. above, the program SIOUX has been used to 

make a three constraint kinematical fit to the "two shower" events at 

716 MeV/c. These are events with two recorded showers and no triggered 

f?;.<:!rnma c.-.onntP.rR. In the n° region they represent - 9011/o of the "two-ganirna II 

events, - 4011/o in the charge exchange region. Figure 16 shows the results 

of the SIOUX fitting. H:i.stogram (2) shows the time of flight spectrum for 

all events which fit one of the two processes: 

- 0 
1( p -7 n n 

L2r 
1( p 

Histogram (3) ahows the spectrum for those events which do not fit either 

of these processes. Figure 16 indicates clearly that nearly all the n° 
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(I) ALL 2 SHOWER EVENTS 

(2) TWO SHOWER EVENTS 
FITTING ETA OR PI 
PRODUCTION AND DECAY 

(3) TWU ~HOWER EVENTS NOT 
FITTING ETA OR PI 
PRODUCTION AND DECAY 

Neutron time of flight in nsec. 
XBL 707- 1329 

Fig. 16. SIOUX fits to the data at 716 MeV/c. 
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events fit. 
0 

The time-of-flight spectrum representing the fitted T) events 

may not be quite the proper shape to use in fitting the time-of-flight 

distributions because of neutron scattering effects (see Appendix E, below). 

It is probably close to correct, however, and we can use it as a starting 

place. We make a least squares fit to the 5 and 6y time-of-flight 

distributions using the SIOUX fit T)
0 shape, the phase space distribution 

- 0 for ~ p ~ 3~ n, and a flat background. A shape representing the process 

0 0 
• 1 d i h "Vv fi hi . h ~ p ~ ~ ~ n ~s a so use n t e /f t; t s process may appear 1n t e 

5y distribution as feed-up from a true 4y event. 

An excellent fit is obtained to the 6y distribution with no flat 

background needed and a trivial amount(- 4%) of ~-p ~ 3~0n. An excellent 

fit is also obtained to the 57 distribution which requires nothing but 

the 0 
No reasonable fit could be obtained to the 5y spectrum with anything T) • 

present· in addition the 0 subtract the of 0 from to T) • We amount 3~ n found 

the 6y distribution and add the 5y distribution. This is now our "experi-

mental 0 shape." This shape is expected to be the best estimate that we T) 

can make. It actually turns out to be quite close to the SIOUX fit shape. 

Figure 17 shows the experimental T)
0 spectrum (deduced from the 5 and 

6y events) and the Monte Carlo prediction. The agreement is reasonably 

good. Naturally we have more confidence in the experimental spectrum and 

use it in the fits. Although the Monte Carlo does not predict the exact 

0 details of the T) spectrum, it is very valuable in showing how the spectrum 

changes;;:sh·ape with changing kinematics. For example, if T)
0 ~ 3~0 and we 

,,· 

6 0 0 observe ·only· 3 of the gamma rays we might expect• this T) ~ 3~ ~ 3y 

0 0 
, spe'ctrum to be somewhat different than the spectrum for T) ~ 3~ , 6y. 

This is because the feed-down depends on the geometry and hence on the 

kinematics. 0 The predfctions of the Monte Carlo for how the T) shape changes 

.,. ,, 
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5 and 6y events. 
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with feed-down are insensitive to the exact shape of the ~0 distribution, 

(i.e., they are insensitive to the Monte Carlo parameters). We find that: 

0 0 6 0 0 0 0 4 (1) The shapes for ~ ~ 3~ ~ y, ~ ~ 3rr ~ 5-y, ~ ~ 3rr ~ y, and 

0 0 
~ ~ 3rr ~ 3-y are progressively narrower. (2) 

0 
The shapes for ~ ~ (yy) ~ 2-y, 

~0 ~ (yy) -+ ly, and ~0 -+ {yy)N <!y grow progressively narrower. (3) The 

shapes for ~0 ~3rr0 -+(~!5-H-6) y, and ~0 -+ (yy) -+2-y are identical and 

indistinguishable from the total ~0 shape. We therefore use the "experi

mental ~0 shape" in the 2-y, 5y, and 6-y fits. We use our Monte Carlo 

knowledge of the feed-down shape changes to get modified (slightly narrower) 

distributions for use in the 0, 1, 3, and 4-y distributions. 

- 0 0 0 The rr p ~ rr rr n Shape: Because there is no rr p ~ ~ n and essentially 

- 0 c-), 4 no rr p ~ 3rr n at 67+ MeV/c, the y spectrum should be entirely due to 

events of the type rr p -+ rr 0 rr0 n • Figure 18 shows the 4')'g.trime--of-dilight 

distribution at 654 MeV/c. - 0 0 The phase space prediction for the ~ p ~ rr rr n 

distribution is shown with the same normalization. There is no agreement 

whatsoever. The data shows that high rr-rr mass combinations are favored 

(slow neutrons). This is not at all surprising; the same effect has been 

seen before in the reaction rr-p ~ rr-rr+n.in the same energy region. 59 It 

has also been observed at lower energies in the reaction rr-p ~rr0rr0n (but 

- - 0 60 - + -not in the rr p ~ rr.rr p). Because this phenomenon is seen in rr p-+ rr rr n, 

and in rr ·.p ~ rr 0 rr 0 n but not in rr p -+ rr- rr 0 p, it is presumed to be an I = 0 

effect. In the Kirz, Schwartz, a.nd Tripp 59 investigation of rr p ~ rr + rr- n 
.. ~ .. 

the effect was seen quite strongly in the same energy region as in this 

experiment. If that experiment was able to see strongly an I = 0 effect 

in a final state.which was a mixture of I = 0 and I = 1, then we should 

expect to see a large effect in our pure I = 0 reaction· {we assume that 

I = 2 is negligible). 
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0 0 Clearly the phase space shape for rc p ~ rc rc n cannot be used to· 

0 0 
represent the experimental spectrum. We must infer the shape of the rc rc n 

background at 716 MeV/c from the data at 654 and 172 MeV/c. Examination 

4 - 00 - 00 of Figs. 13 and 1 will show that the rc p ~ rc rc n ~ 3y + n and rc p ~ rc rc n 

~4y ~ n spectra are not the same at 654 MeV/c. At 716 MeV/c they are 

closer to one another and at 772 MeV/c they appear to agree. That the 3y 

and 4y distributions are not the same is not surprising; once again, they 

may represent different kinematical classes. The procedure for obtaining 

the 3y distribution is as follows: (1) the 3y distribution at 654 MeV/c 

has the estimated charge exchange peak "feed-up" subtracted. (2) The 

3y distribution at 772 MeV/c has the charge exchange feed-up subtracted 

and the ~0 ~ 3rc0 ~ 3y feed-down subtracted. (3) The two distributions 

are smoothed out and normalized. (4) They are compared. Figure 19 shows 

them superimposed. The 772 MeV/c 3y distribution has been shifted 3 nsec. 

(i.e., 3 bins) towards longer time-of- flight in order to place it close to 

the 654 MeV/c distribution. The similarity in shape is startling. The two 

distributions are averaged in this position. 
- . 0 0 

This is the rc p ~ rc rc n ~ 3y + n 

"shape" to use at 716 MeV/c. One might naively think that this shape should 

be located in time midway between the 654 and 772 MeV/c positions. To 

make the peak of this distribution correspond with the peak in the 716 MeV/c 

data distribution, however, it is necessary to locate it 0.5 nsec towards 

the 772 MeV/c position from the center (i.e., 1 nsec from the 772 MeV/c 

. position and 2 nsec from the 654 MeV/c position). 

- 0 0 4 The shape for rc p ~ rc rc n ~ y + n is obtained in similar fashion. In 

this case there is no charge exchange feed-up correction. The 654 MeV/c 

· 4y distribution is smoothed. An estimate of ~0 ~ 3~0 ~4y feed-down is 

subtracted from the 4y distribution at 772 MeV/c; then this distribution 
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is smoothed. The two distributions (654 and 772 MeV/c). are similarly 

normalized and compared. Figure 20 shows the two superimposed;· here the 

772 MeV/c distribution has been shifted 4 nsec towards longer time of flight. 

Again the resemblance is striking. The two distributions are averaged in 

this position and then shifted 2 nsec.towards shorter time of flight (i.e., 

halfway betw.een the 654 and 772 MeV/c positions). Comparisons with the 

data distribution indicates that the peak in the :rr 0 :rr 0 n -?4y + n shape does 

not coincide with the peak in the data distribution. Agreement is achieved 

by re-binning the 4r data distribution 0.5 nsec (1/2 bin width) towards 

0 0 4 shorter time of flight. This means that the :rr :rr n -7 r + n shape is 

effectively 0.5 nsec closer to the 654 MeV/c position than the center 

between 654 and 772 MeV/c. 

The Shape of the Background under the 0, 1, and 2y Distributions: To 

gain some insight into the background under the 0, 1, and 2y distributions, 

let us re-examine Fig. 16. The failing events shown in histogram (3) 

fo~ a continuum which decreases with increasing neutron time of flight. 

These ·events are the background under the '.!'tWa- shower" T] events and they 

* must represent the major part of the background under the "2y" T] events. 

These events are from charge exchange where the neutron has scattered in 

the spark chamber plates before reaching the neutron counters. A discussion 

of neutron scattering is presented in Appendix E. It turns out that neutron 

scattering is only noticeable for the charge exchange events, where it is 

a large effect. The effect of neutron scattering is seen as a long tail 

on the charge exchange peak. This tail is only present in.the o, 1, and 

* We distinguish between "two-shower" even.ts where two photons were observed 

as showers in the spark chambers and "2r" events where two photons were 

detected by the system of counters and spark chambers. 
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2y distributions (actually, it may also be present in small amounts in the 

37 distribution due to feed-up). Figures 13 to 15 show that there is no 

evidence for such a background in any of the other gamma ray categories. 

The actual form of the neutron scattering tail depends on the charge 

exchange kinematics. For this reason the 0, 1, and 2y backgrounds are 

treated separately. In fact the "two-shower" background in histogram (3) 

of Fig. 16 is not the same as the "two-gamma" background. 

The shapes of the 0, 1, and 2y backgrounds at 716 MeV/c are taken 

directly from the 654 MeV/c distributions. An estimate of the 

- 0 0 rr p ~ rr rr n ~ 2y + n feed-down is subtracted from the 2y distribution. 

Then the 0, 1, and 2y distributions are smoothed and shifted 1 nsec towards 

shorter time of flight (in going from 654 to 716 MeV/c the charge exchange 

peak shifts 1 nsec in this direction). These are then the shapes to use 

in the fits to the 716 MeV/c distributions. 
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H. Least Squares Fits to the Time-of-Flight Distributions 

The fitting is done only for the 716 MeV/c data distributions The 

time-of-flight region for the fitting is chosen to avoid the charge 

exchange region. We are not interested in this process. A least square 

fit is made to the distribution for each gamma ray category using the 

shapes described in the previous section. The number of T} events is 

determined in this fashion for the 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4y categories. The 

5 and 6y distributions are not fitted because we used them to ~etezmiBetb&e 

shape of the T} peak. The number of T} events in the '5y cate~ory ·i R simply 

the number of observed events. The number in the 6y category is the number 

of observed events minus the amount of rr-p ~ 3rr0 n ~ 6y + n determined in 

the previous section. 

Table V shows which of the distributions were used in each of the fits. 

For a given gamma ray category, the distributions used are for those 

processes which are expected to contribute directly and those which are 

expected to contribute through feed-11p or feed~down. For clcample, considt!r 

the ], Cc!Lt!gur·y: There are no processes which contribute directly (i.e., 

there are no processes present which produce 3y rays). There may be T} 

present through feed-up from the 2y decay or through feed-down from either 

0 0 0 0 
the rr yy or 3rr decays •. There may be rr rr n present through feed-down 

from 4y events and there may be some 2y scattered neutron background present 

through feed-up. The distribution used for ~he TJ in fitting the 3y data 

is the 2i eta distribution; this is because it is known (and will soon 

become obvious to the reader) that most of the events in the 3y eta peak 

are due to feed-up. 

' 1"the :mutt~al!. results of the fits appear in Table VI. The number of 

events listed for the 5 and 6y categories are the numbers obtained while 
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Table v. Distributions used in the least squares fits. 

Number of Scattered neutron 
Gamma Rays 0 0 0 Flat Background background TJ 1f 1f n 

0 X X X 

1 X X X X 

2 X X X X 

3 X X X. X 

4 X X X 

Table VI. Numerical results of the least squares fits. 

Number of 
r rays 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

=== _., 

Number of 
,0 
f} events 
found 

772±45 

7210-d:lOl 

574±77 

819±86 

2236±70 

2477±73 

Number of 
0 0 

rr rr n events 
found 

986±59 

1908±81 

2898±99 

Number of 
0 

3rr n events 
found 

99±34. 
__ .......... ~ ........ .., ... , ... ,... .. ~ .. - ................ ~ ............ -·-···-· '·····-~· --·--··H···· .. -c·· .. =-

Nu,mbe:r of 
:scattered·· 
neutron 
background 
events found 

80±12 

544±40 

2 x. .. per 
d~g~e~ of 
freed91ll-), 
for the 
fit 

4.224 

1.601 

2.593 

0.981 

0.324 
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detennining the "experimental TJ shape" (see the previous section). None 

of the fits found a non-zero contribution from a flat background (we~ 

considered the possibility that a randomly distributed background might be 

present). 

Figures 21 to 24 show the results of the fitting procedure. The data 

distribution is shown as the closed histogram. We can see from Fig. 23 

that the fitting procedure did not find all the 3r eta events. The number 

of 3r eta events listed in Table VI includes the excess 90 events in the 

TJ peak region riot found by the fit. 

There are several inconsistencies in the relative numbers of events 

found. The number of 11:
0

rt"
0 n events found in the 2'!' category is too large 

and the number of background events (zero) is too small. Based on the 

4 0 0 4 number of 3 and '!' 11: 11: n events we would expect to see - 75 2'1' events from 

feed-down. The fitted number is nearly twice that. At the same time no 

background is found which is ridiculous. In fact, another fit was found 

which was almost as good (X
2

/F = 2.615) and which reversed the above results: 

0 0 0 it found very nearly the same number of TJ events, no 11: 11: n events, and 

980 background events. We seem to be able to fit the 2r distribution with 

0 0 either background or 11: 1C n, almost interchangeably; about half of each 

would lead to complete consistency among all the fitted numbers. The 

estimate of the 2'!' background at 716 MeV/c from the 654 MeV/c data is the 

only realistic one we can use. Just to see what happens we have changed 

the shape of this background until we are able to obtain a better fit. 

Without changing the 2'!' background very noticeably we were able to find a 

good fit (X
2

/F = 0.976) with 7133±118 Tj
0 events; 499±258 11:

0
11:

0 n events, and 

615±313 background events. These numbers of fitted events for the 11:
0

11:
0 n 

and background are completely consistent with the numbers found in other 
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categories of gamma rays. 0 
Notice that the number of ~ has not changed 

~ 

appreciably. In calculating the branching ratios we will use the number 

0 . 
of ~ ~ 2y from the fit listed in Table VI rather than the number we 

obtained by forcing the fit. 

The fit·to the 3r distribution is not overly satisfying as we can see 

from Fig. 23. A much better fit was achieved by using a narrower ~ shape 

( 
0 0 ) i.e., the shape for ~ ~ 31( ~ 3r • However, we can see from thennmmber 

of events listed in Table VI that the 3r ~ events are mostly feed-up from 

the 2y events. If there are 2477 6y events and 2236 57 events, then we 

would expect 862 4y events and 172 3y events through feed-down from ~0 ~ 3rr0 

decay. The observed number of 4y events is completely consistent with this 

estimate; the number of 3r events is much too large. If there were a 

0 0 . 
large number of ~ ~ 1( yy decay events, they would appear mostly in the 

4y category. Consequently we are forced to the conclusion that the 3r ~ 

events are mostly feed-up from 2y events. So we have used the 2y ~ shape 

which is broader and does not give as good a fit. Perhaps the feed-up 

mechanism is selective and the shape of feed-up events is narrower. At any 

rate, the events in the peak region could only be eta events so we add 

them to the number found in the fit. 

The feed-up problem has confused things in the 3y data. We shall 

therefore compute the amount of the ~0 ~ rJ
0 yy· decay mode which is present 

(if any) from the 4y data alone. The effect of adding the unfitted 90 events 

to the 3r total will then be only to increase 'the number of ~0 ~ yy events 

from 8320 to 8410; it will have no effect on the :estimate of the amount of 

o·· o 
. ~ ~ 1( n· 

Figure 25 shows the results of the fits described above. Over the 

region for which the fits were done (shown by the ~ashed vertical lines) ~ 
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the numbers of non-eta events found are shown as a shaded histogram. The 

open histogram is simply the total experimental time-of-flight spectrum, 

exactly as in Fig. 13. Thus the number of ~ events found in each category 

is approximately the number between the two histograms (over the time of 

flight region for which the fits were done). 
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I. Feed-up Correction 

As we have noted above we seem to have a probability of observing an 

extra gamma ray._ This is most noticeable in the charge exchange re~mon. 

At all three momenta shown in Figs. 13 to 15 there is an obvious charge 

exchange peak in the three gamma distribution (the~~ decays into two 

gamma rays). This peak is .11, .08, .07 of the two gamma charge exchange 

peak at 654, 716, and 772 MeV/c respectively. Another place where feed-up 

is noticed is in the 5-y spectrum at 654 MeV/c. There are no 67 events at 

654 MeV/c so we presume that all observed 5y events are feed-up from the 

4y events. The number of 5-y events is -05 of the number of 4y events. 

Curiously, there appears to be no feed-up at all in the 5-y events at 716 

and 772 MeV/c. The region just before the T}
0 peak in the 57 distribution, 

where we would expect feed-up from the ,c- p ~ :rr 0n°n~l4y·evencs,; :ts1 unpppU.lated. 

Another ·place where we can see feed-up is in the '71 categories (presumed to 

be feed-up_ from 67 events because we do not observe any By events). There 

are 76:t_156 7-r events at 716 MeV/c and ;i6_:!:R4 .::~t 772 MeV/c. Th.a big errore 

n:!flt!cl: i.:he uncertainties in the scanning correction matrix for 77 events. 

The sample of- data from which this tnatrix was derived did not include a 

statistically large number of 77 events. Using the above numbers we find 

feed-up of .• 03 and ·09 at 716 and 772 MeV/c respectively. Finally, as 
0- -

discussed before, there is feed-up in the T} peak from 2 to 37• We 

0 
estimate this feed-up by taking the difference of the number of T} events 

found in the 37 categories and the number predicted as feed-down from 6y, 

assuming no :rr
0 77 decay to be present. This is .055 at 716 and .05 at 

772 MeV/c. 

The obvious way to find out about the feed-up is to examine the large 

number of charge exchange events in the 37 category. Several hundred such 
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frames were examined. In most of these there was a shower which one could 

identify as the probable culprit. 

There appear to be two principal mechanisms by which this feed-up can 

be produced. Both involve the gamma counters. First, there is the doubly

detected photon. Despite all the care exercised (see Sec. D, above) we 

do not seem to be able to eliminate this problem entirely. There are 

events about which a decision simply cannot be made. The other major 

mechanism involving the gamma counters is double gamma counter triggers. 

A gamma ray may materialize in one gamma counter and produce a shower which 

spills over into an adjacent counter. The result is that two gamma counters 

are triggered by one photon. A. third, and less important, mechanism is 

fragmentation of showers. In some instances it is extremely difficult to 

tell whether .c;v:· smaJll1 siwwelr ntm'le:a ;iru:lger bmgeiJs cp:a;rti~~,the dar:ge.:- larg~ 

shower or not. Finally, there are occasions when the remains of an old 

beam track may be mistaken for a shower. 

Unfortunately, even though we know where most of the feed-up gammas 

come from, there is not much we can do· about it. It is one thing to throw 

out a shower when you know the frame contains an extra one; it is another 

to make such a decision when you have no such information. If we were to 

take a hard line we could get rid of all the feed-up; at the same time we 

would be missing a large number o.f true showers. There are a large number 

of instances where we see two showers close together in the chambers. The 

Monte Carlo calculation.::. also tells us that the probability of seeing two 

gamma rays close together is not negligible. Thus there are many events 

where we expect two adjacent gamma counters to trigger or where we expect 

there to be a visible shower near a triggered gamma counter. If we were 

to make a set of scanning rules which were stringent enough to eli~mate 
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the feed-up we would elimiaate a lot of good data as well. Since the 

ultimate intention is to kinematically fit the events, we have adopted 

the point of view that it is better to let the fitting procedures throw 

away the feed-up gammas. 

A certain amount of feed-up is impossible to get rid of because it is 

actually present in the form of a gamma ray shower which points back to 

thehydrogen target. Because the spark chambers have an active time of 

~ 2.5 microseconds there is a non-zero probability that we may observe· 

showers from a prior event. The vast majority of such showers will be 

from charge exchange reactions. Approximately 75% of the charge exchange 

reactions at 716 MeV/c have only one visible shower. (We do not expect 

to observe ·photons from an earlier event in time which trigger the gamma 

counters since the tr•ilg.get"ecllggamm4 counter must be in fast coincidence 

with the beam.) Thus there is some likelihood that we may see feed-up 

which is due to a QP.e shower cha:r.ge exc.haT.lge event from an earlier time. 

A roll of film was taken to study this effect under precisely tne same beam 

conditions as a regular data roll. During the bea~ spill the chambers were 

pulsed at random. The film was normalized to the regular roll.by comparing 

the number of accidental beam tracks. A single accidental shower was found 

in 2% of the frames. Two accidental showers were found in 0.5% of the 

frames and three in 0.2% of the frames. No frames were found with more 

than three accidental showers. The relative numbers of 1 and 2y a.ccidcntal 

events is consistent with these being due to charge exchange re.acd.ons. 

There were no frames with an accidental gamma counter triggered. 

We see that there is a 2% feed-up which we cannot avoid no rna tter how 

we scan the film. This is another argument in favor of not trying to scan 

so restrictively as to ·minimize the feed-up. We can never go below 2%. 
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Recall that no feed-up was observed from the 4y events at 716 and 772 MeV/c. 

A 2% feed-up is not inconsistent with this finding as the statistics involved 

are poor. We:.actually see no evidence anywhere in the data for .feed~up-o.f,2y. 

Once again, this would be difficult to observe because of the small numbers 

of events involved. 

The relative numbers of ~~ ~ dj~caysdfoutid:::inLtbe t:heast=:·tsqual{e ·. !."•:. 

fits to.the time of flight distributions must be corrected for feed-up. 

It is difficult to determine the exact amount of feed-up to correct for. 

Since the feed-up is attributable to a large number of different sources, 

it is difficult to estimate exactly how it changes with the number of 

gamma rays involved. We will assume that the feed-up is the same regardless 

of the number of gamma rays involved. Further, we will take the feed-up 

to be 5% which is an average of all the different feed-up effects that we 

see. (We will, however, not use 5% ·as the 6 into 7r feedup; instead we 

will use the observed number of 76 events). 

Table VII shows the relative numbers of gamma rays from ~ decay before 

and after 'the feed-up correction. It must be emphasized that the feed-up 

correction makes very little difference in the results. The number of 

0 0 4 0 ~ ~ n rr decays is calculated from the r ~ events only. We do not use 

the 3r events because of the feed-up ambiguity. Secondly, there is no 

possibility of confusing the ~0 ~ rr and ~0 4 3n° decay modes; events from 

0 0 0 
~ ~ yy cannot feed up into ~ ~ 3n events. Since we find' there· to be no 

0 0 0 0 0 
evidence for ~ ~ n yy, the total numbers of ~ ~ yy or ~ ~ 3n events 

are not in any noticeable way changed by the feed-up correction. The only 

place that the feed-up correction enters into the results is through. the 

. . 0 0 
estimate of the predicted number of ~ ~ 3~ ~ 4y events. The feed-up 

co~rection changes the relative numbers of 4, 5, and 6y events from the 
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0 0 0 0 decay TJ --+ 3:rr • The upper limit we wi 11 quote for TJ --+ :rr yy depends to 

some degree on the feed-up correction. This dependance is not very 

significant as we will see below. 

Table VII. Feed-up correction for TJ events. 

Number of gamma Number of TJ 
0 Number of 0 rays events Tj events 

before feed-up correction after correction 

0 0 0 

1 772±45 813_±47 

2 721Q±l01 7'5'50,tl06 

3 574:!:.77 204+81 

4 819:!:_86 851:!:_91 

5 2236:!:_70 2309.±.74 

6 2477.±.73 2437:!:_77 
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J. Determination of the Branching Ratios 

We now know the number of events of the type ~0 ~ Ny for N = 0, 1, ••• 6. 

We assume, in calculating the branching ratios, that only the modes ~0 ~ yy, 

0 0 0 0 
~ ~ n yy, and~ ~3n are present. Events with 0, 1, and 2 detectedGy ·are 

0 0 0 
clearly ~ ~ yy decays. Five and 6y events are clearly from the ~J ~ 3n 

4 0 0 
decay. Three and y events are either ~ ~ n yy events or feed-down from 

0 0 
~ ~ 3n events. 4 0 0 We must estimate the number of y.events from~ ~ 3n 

feed-down and compare that with the number we see. The excess over the 

number of expected feed-down events will indicate the amount of ~0 ~n°yy 

present. 

There are two approaches we can use to determine the feed-down. The 

first is by Monte Carlo calculation. We have a fairly elaborate Monte 

Carlo calculation which takes into account the spark chamber geometry and 

a detailed semi-empirical _model for shower production. 56 Another approach 

is simply to assume: (1) that there is some (unknown) average gamma ray 

detection efficiency, q, for a given type of decay, and (2) that the 

probability for a given gamma ray escaping, (1 - q), does not depend on 

what happens to any of the other gamma rays. If both these assumptions 

are true then the probability of observing n gamma rays when m were produced 

is: 

pn/m = n!{m - n)! 
m! n(·l . )(m - n) q - q ' • 

Now assumption number (1) above must always be true; the average detection 

probability is simply the fraction of gamma rays detected. The main question 

regards the second assumption. It is obvious that ~his should not be 

exactly true. 
0 0 

For example, if two of the six gamma rays from ~ ~ 3n 

have escaped upstream, the probability of a third one escaping in the same 
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way will be much less. But, if the feed•down is small enough, it may well 

be that assumption (2) is approximately true and that the above relationship 

for P I is also approximately true. The Monte Carlo calculation takes 
nm 

into account all the nonuniformities in the spark chambers; it should be 

a good place to check the feed-down predictions for P I . 
n m 

It turns out that, for any process we observe, we can always find a 

q such that the above relationship Pnlm describes the feed-down accurately. 

This is not a trivial relationship to satisfy. For example, the Monte 

0 0 6 Carlo prediction for feed-down from~- ~3rr at 71 MeVIc is that we should 

see 43.4%, 39·7%, 14.1%, 2.5%, and 0.3% of the events at 6, 5, 4, 3, and 

2y events. The predictions of the binomial coefficient P I with q = 0. 87 
n m 

are 43%, 39%, 15%, 3%, and O% in the same sequence of gamma categories. 

The agreement is very good. Other processes described by the Monte Carlo 

agree as well with the binomial coefficient predictions. 

In Sec. G, where the shapes for the fits to the time of flight 

distributions were described, it was often mentioned that various feed-down 

"estimates" were made in finding the background distributions. These 

estimates were made from a table of coefficients P I . For example, if nm 

there are N4 4y events (from rr- p ~ 1C
0

1c
0
n) and N

3 
3r events, then we look 

in the table for a q such that 

Then the numbers N2 , N1, and N
0 

can be determined from the coefficients 

p214' pll4' and POI4• 

In calculating the.'Jbranching ratios we prefer to use the Monte Carlo 

calculation because we are aware of the weakness of the assumption (2) 

above. . The resulting inaccuracy in the binomial coefficient is probably 

only - 1% of the total number of decays but we are trying to make calculations 

I • i 

l 
. ! 
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.on this level of accuracy. 

0 0 . 
The Monte Carlo predictions for Tl --+ 3n: feed-down are as follows 

(we assume that for the number of 61 events the Monte Carlo and data 

agree): 

N5 2229. 

N4 = 792 

N3 140 

N2 = 17 

Comparing these numbers with Table VII we see that the number of observed 

4 0 0 r decays is consistent with feed-down from Tl --+ 3n: • We do not concern 

ourselves with the 31 events because of the feed-up introduced ambiguity. 

Thus we see that the amount of Tj
0 --+ n: 0 11 is consistent with zero. 

0 0 Under the assumption that there is no Tl --+ n: 11 present,. we now 

calculate the Tj
0 ·--+ 11 and Tj

0 --+ 3n:0 branching ratios. We assume that all 

4 0 0 
the , 5, and 61 events are from Tl --+ 3n: • We also assume that the Monte 

4 0 0 Carlo predictions are correct so that there are 1 0 Tl --+ 3n: --+ 31 and 

17 T)
0 

--+ 3n:
0 

--+ 21 events. Thus we have 84lQ!:l29 T]
0

--+ TY events and 5754.;±)51 

0 0 
Tj --+3n: events. Then the branching ratios are 

R T) --+ TY 4 
( 

0 . ) - -- - o. 59 _±0. 012 
Tlo --+ all neutrals -

0 0 ) T) --+ 3n: 
R ( o = o.4o6.:t:O-Ol2. 

Tl --+ all neutrals 

The above branching ratios must be corrected for systematic effects. 

There is a probability (~ .009) that an individual iamma ray will convert 

prematurely in the target walls and veto the events. Also~ a decay 

involving a Dalitz pair will cause the event to be vetoed. The caubination 
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of these two effects is expected to veto (3.4~0.5)% of the ~0 , yy decays 

and (8.~1.4)% of the ~0 , 3~0 decays. The corrected branching ratios are 

R 
!l , rr ( 0 
~6, all neutrals } 

::;:: O'.r_260£!:G>~Ol3 

R 
( ~0 ~ ~~0 
~0 , all neutrals) 

:;:: 0;;~9C>.f.ID~Ol5· 

1 h 
0 . 0 

Finally, we ca culate an upper limit on t e amount of~ ~~ yy 

present. To do this we must estimate the error on our Monte Carlo prediction 

4 0 0 for the number of y events expected as feed-down from the ~ , 3~ decay. 

The Monte Carlo prediction for the ~0 , 2y feed-down is 87.5% two-gammer 

and 12.5% one-g&mmareV1!nlllsii~ We actually observe 90% and 10% respectively. 

This corresponds to the binomial coefficients for q
21 

== .950. The Monte 

Carlo prediction implies a q
21 

= ·935· That means the Monte Carlo 1-a s 

made an ''error" of 1. 5% in determining the "average detection efficiency 

per gannna ray." The Monte Carlo feed-down prediction for ~0 , 3~0 is 

very close to that of the binomial coefficient prediction for q61 == .87. 

Us1ng the binomial coetticients for q == .~7~.015, we deduce an error for 

the Monte Carlo prediction. The result is that the Monte Carlo predicts 

4 0 0 thereLtto be 792~221 y events from the T} , 3~ decay. We observe 851~91 

4y events. We conclude that there are 59~239 4y events from the mode 

~0 , ~0yy. We know from the Monte Carlo that 61% of the q
0 

, 'Jf.
0

yy decays 

appear as 4y events. Thus we have, finally, 97~392 decays of the type 

0 0 a! 0 0 . 
~ ~ ~ yy. Or, with 957o confidence, we have that the number of ~ , ~ yy 

events is less than 88w. This means that 

R 1J , ~ rr 0 0 ) 

{ ~0 , all neutrals 
< 0.061 with 95% confidence. 

Had we used ·the numbers which were uncorrected for feed-up, this upper 
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limit would have been 0.058. The feed-up correction has made a negligible 

difference as indicated above. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

We find that our data are consistent with zero decays of the type 

~0 ~ rr0 zz. With the assumption that only the· decays ~0 ~ rr and ~0 ~ 3rr
0 

are present, we find 

. 0 

R 
{ 

T) ~ 72' '·· -- 0.580±0·013 
~0 ~all neutralsi 

R { T)o ~ 3rro . }. - o.42Q±O.Ol5 
~0 ~ all neutrals -

Furthermore, we find that, with 95% confidence 

R .!l -7 rr 27 l < 0.061. 
( 

0 0 l 

~0 ~all neutrals! 

This limit is as low as any previously published. 
44 

The present experiment. 

has a much more complete picture of the 11 decay scheme. Consequently it 

is less subject to systematic errors and relies less heavily on Monte 

Carlo calculations. 

I no -> 3rru I 
If we combine the - -

1
1 branching ratio found in thi.s 

'\no 
•1 ~neutrals ; 

+ - 0 experiment with the "all neutrals 11 and rr rr rr branching ratios representing 

the current world averages, 14 we find that 

{ 
0 0 0\ rc rc rc -R = 1.31+0.10. +- 0/ -rr rr rr 1 

This value is low enough to suggest that the linear matrix element may be 

inadequate but not so loW as to imply a 6I = 3 transition. 

I. 
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i 
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APPENDICES 

A. Radiative Decay Modes 

If k = k~ is the momentum of a gamma ray an~ ~ is its polarization 

vector (~ • ~ = 0) then electric moments appear as terms in (ke) in a 

matrix element and magnetic moments appear as terms in (,! X ~). If L 
e 

represents a sum over gamma ray spins then we have for any vectors !; and 

)?. 

L: CP; • ~)C~ • ~) A • B - (!; • Q)(~ · Q) ( 1) 
e 

L (!; X ~) • (~ X ~) 
1\ 1\ 

A • B + (!; • k) ( B • k) • ( 2 ) 
e 

With these relationships we can form the simplest matrix elements with 

the correct angular mQmentwn properties for a given radiative decay. 

Case 1. 0 
TJ ----+ Tl 

The building blocks for the matrix elements for this process are: 

;;; - ku whli'!r~ k. is the momentum of ga~I~IM ray, .., .. 
~ -L L 

electric moments 

_!l X ~ll 
~magnetic moments 

~X~ J 

The matrix element must be symmetric in y
1

, y2 • 
p 

Because J = 0 and the 

photons have negative intrinsic parity, we want the matrix element to be 

a scalar form with negative parity. It must therefore have orbital angular 

momentum£ = 1; that is, there must be one vector k in the matrix element 

to represent the single un.i t of orbital angular momentum. ··The: sjhmp.lest !': . 

l 
' I 

I 
' 

• I 
\ 
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matrix element witp.tlttese·pt'operties is 

= f(k)k1(~ X ~l) • ~ 

= f(k)k ~ • (~l X~). 

Here we have used ~l = - ~ = k. f(k) is a model dependent fonn factor. 

Notice that the above amplitude is synunetric in r 1 and r
2

• 

The transition rate r will depend on the square of the matrix element 
rr 

summed over the undetected final state polarizations 

r 
n 

Using the relations (1) and (2) above, we find 

Case 2. 0 + -
Tj -71f1r)' 

Here we need to construct a scalar fonn with positive total orbital 

parity. Consider the pions as a sub-system with internal orbital angular 

momentum £.. The rrrr system has orbital angular momentum L relative to the 

Let 

f + . f s = momentum o rr 1n rrrr rest rame 

k = momentum of r in ~0 rest frame 

·e .,.. r spin. 

The possible building blocks for the matrix element are then 

,.:. 

··::._ 
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+ 5 1 the ~ momentum 

(~ X ~), magnetic moments 

(k~), electric moments. 

Since £ = 1 we must have one factor of s in the matrix element~ L = 1 

implies the presence of one factor of k. Hence we have, where f(k,q) is 

a model dependent form factor, 

M = f(k,q)s • (~X~). 

Squaring and summing over the photon spin~ using relations (1) and (2) we 

have 

r 
+ -:n: :n: )' 

e 

2 2 = lt(k,q)l Is x ~I 

I 1
2 2 2 

= f(k,q) q k . 2 e 
s~n 

where e is the angle between the -~+ and the )' in the :rr:n: rest frame. 

Case 3. 0 0 ·q -7 1[ )')' 

Let :rr = momentum of :rr
0 

in the ~0 rest frame. and ~l' ~ = the momenta 

of r
1 

and r
2 

respectively in the same frame. 

spins the matrix element blocks are 

\ electric moments 

.J 
~1 X ~1 

magnetic moments 

With e11 e_ as th~ phnton - _.~ 

:rr = - (~1 + ~) is not an independent variable and need not be included in 

M. The matrix element must have· JP = 0+ because the intrinsic parity is 

P = P( :rr
0 )P(r )

2 = -1. It must also be synunetric in r 1 and r 2 • Thus we 

have 
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The model dependent form factors f
1 

and f
2 

are symmetric functions of k1 

and k
2

• The simplest possibility is f
1 

= a and f
2 

= b where a and b are 

constants. Then the matrix element is 

and 

where e is the angle between ~l and ~· When summed over the photon spins 

we have 

+ 2b(a + b cos e) cos e sin
2 e l 

2 2 [ 2 2 = k 1 k2 (a + b cos e) (1 + cos e) 

2( 2a 2 2 ] + b 1 + b cos e + cos e) sin e . 

In the special case where b = - a (or, indeed, more generally where 

2 
f2 = - f 1 ) we .have f(e) = 2(1 - cos e) • 

the two gamma rays, then 

m 
4 

= 4k 
2

k 2 {1 - cos e)2 • 
/'/' 1 2 

If m is the invariant mass of 
TY 
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The statement has been made in the literature44, 47,53 that 

L .1 (rr
0
n IMI TJ) l2o: m 

Tr 

4 

e 
As we can see from the above analysis this is only true if the form 

factors are such that f
2 = - There is no a priori reason to suppose 

that this is in fact the case. 

' 

; 
• I 

i 
I 

~ I 

i 

I 
I 
I 

' ! 
I 

' I 

- ! 

I 
i 
i 
I 
! 
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· B. Phase Space and Momentum Barriers 

1. Phase Space 

Two-body phase space is the dimensionless quantity p2 = ~ 

case of ~0 ~ rr it is simply ~/2. 

X o(kl + k2 + k3 - K0 ) 

0 [;::)3] 2 r dE
1

dE
2 

~ 
.J 

0 

[ ;::)3] 2 f dT
1

dT2 ~ 

I. r 0 

2 
] /3 ~2 J 

= 
3 2 

dxdy • 
... (2~) . . 

in the 

where the integral ~dxdy is taken over the allowed region of a triangular 
T3 - T2 

Dalitz plot with co-ordinates x = ..{3 , y = (T1 _- Q/3). 

r 
0 

2 

The factor 
(2~)3 

is a normalization necessary in comparing 2 and 

3-body phase space. The (2~f3 is a normalization which actually belongs 

in the matrix element as (2~)-3 12 . It is more convenient to include in the 

phase space all relative normalizations which depend on the number of 

particles. To give three body phase space the same dimensions as p2 , one 

·2 
must introduce r · 

0 

1 
2 (energy) 

Customarily, in strong interaction 

calculations, one uses r
0 

= ~ = 1/m~.· Then p2 /p
3 

- 100. Table B-1 shows 

the · relative phase spaces for r ::= ::( and r = 3?\'. 
0 0 
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Table B'~' 1. Phase space, p1 for r = ~~ 3~. 
0 

Mode 
Area of 
triangular 
Dalitz plot 

p(r = ~) p(r = 31() 
0 0 

0 1. 6 T] -7 TY 1.6 

.46 0 0 25,200 Meif?- .051 T] -~ :rc TY 

0 + - 14,ooo Me~ .023 T] -7 :rc :rc ')' .26 

0 + - 0 51 900 Me~ .01 T] -73{3{j( .u 

2. Angular momentum barriers. 

Relative Phase Space 
p(1\") p(JK) 

132 14.6 

4.2 4.2 

2.4 2.4 

1 1 

There is no general rule for the treatment of angular momentum barriers. 

One prescription which is often used can be found in Blatt and Weisskopf, 61 

page 361. A p-wave barrier, for example, where I Mj 2 k2, would be treated 

as ") 2 

IMI
2 

-
k'-r k2 0 

k2r 2 
= 

k2 2 1 + + ~ 
0 

whcl'c J.L = 1/r and k is the momentum. This is, however, only valid if 
0 

kr << 1 ~ck-·<<.1-J.. If r = 1\ , we must have k << M • 1'Qe momenta invnhrPrl 
o o 3! · n 

0 in T] decay clearly do not satisfy this criterion. 

Another approach is to simply render the matrix element dimensionless 

by dividing each power of k by some characteristic energy in the problem. 

One could, for example, use the Q value for the decay or M • The values 
T] 

of the momentum barriers :in Table I, Sec. -T. B. 11 were obtained using 

I 

I 
~ I 

I 

! 
I 
I 
I 

' 'i 

I 
I 
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c. Neutron Counting System 

1. Counte~ Design 

Figure 26 shows one of the 20 neutron counters, Ni, contained in a 

1/8-in. aluminum canister. The counter itself is an 8-in.· cylindrical 

scintillator, glued to a conical Lucite light guide. An Amperex XPlo40 

photomultiplier tube rests, without attachment, against the smaller face 

of the light guide. 

To maximize the usefulness of the time of flight information, it is 

necessary to place the counters at the greatest distance from the hydrogen 

target consistent with an acceptable counting rate •. The counters must be 

large if they are to be far from the target and still subtend a substantial 

solid angle. The ultimate choice of size (and, therefore, distance from 

target to counter) was made on the basis of availability of materials. 

The cylindrical geometry was chosen because of the relative ease of 

machining and polishing the counters on a lathe. 

The neutron detection efficiency of the counters used in this experi-

. 62 
ment is calculated by the method of Kurz. This efficiency calculation 

has been experimentally validated for counters of similar size and geometry 

to within the claime~ accuracy(± 10%) of the calculation. 63 

2. Fast timing. 

The counters detect neutrons indirectly; scintillation light is 

produced only when the neutron interacts with a nucleus in the scintillating 

medium and produces a charged recoil. Such recoils vary widely in energy 

and the presence of a neutron is manifested by a broad spectrum of photo-

multiplier pulse amplitudes. The largest pulse will be produced by a 

recoil proton equal in energy to the incident neutron, or.by a proton 

with a .range equal to the maximum dimension of the scintillator, whichever 
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of these two protons has the lesser energy. In this experiment the largest 

expected proton energy is 122 MeV; the smallest is the minimum threshold 

energy of 6.0 MeV. The data of Batchelor et a1. 64 suggests that protons 

over this energy range will produce pulses varying in amplitude from 

2.37 to 72.0, a dynamic range of 30. 

It is difficult to difficult to achieve good timing accuracy when the 

photomultiplier pulses vary widely in size. Any successful timing 

technique requires that the timing of some characteristic point on the 

pulse be independent of pulse amplitude over the expected dynamic range. 

To achieve pulse shape stability, the photomultiplier tube must be 

provided with a tapered voltage divider for the following reason: if the 

dynode-to-dynode voltages increase with the growing electron cloud, space 

charge shielding of the dynode potentials is avoided and there is no 

distortion of the pulse. The Amperex XPlo40 tube, together with the 

voltage divider shown in Fig. 27, provides pulses from 100 mV to 4 V 

without any change in pulse shape. 

A standard threshold discriminator will respond to pulses of widely 

varying amplitude with a timing inaccuracy roughly equal to the rise...,time 

of the pulse (~ 3. nsec). Simply feeding raw photomultiplier pulses into 

a standard discriminator is thereforenmi an adequate technique since we 

need accuracy of at least ± 1 nsec. 

If the pulse shape is independent of amplitude, a simple and elegant 

methoa for achieving timing accuracy is that of "zero-crossing." The 

photomultiplier anode signal is clipped before it has risen to full 

amplitude. The resulting bipolar pulse wili cross through zero at a point 

in time which is independent of the original amplitude. A "zero-ug,ssin& 

discriminator" is a tunnel diode circuit which is triggered at the zero-
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crossing point. The tunnel diode is biased into a·s~nsitive state by the 

negative first half of the pulse and fires when the polarity changes. 

An EG&G zero-crossing-discriminator was investigated for possible 

use in this experbnent. It does indeed respond to pulses over a wide range 

of amplitudes with excellent timing accuracy. However, the circuit requires 

that the negative part of the bipolar pulse exceed -250 mV in order that 

the tunnel diode bias be established. With an expected dynamic range of 

30, and with a minimum pulse amplitude of 250 mV, the largest pulses will 

be -7·5 volts. ·The photomultiplier tube will not provide pulses of such 

a large amplitude without distortion. 

In this experiment two standard threshold discriminators are used 

together to simulate a single zero-crossirig. ·dtscrimi:nator. The first; or 

THRESHOLD discriminator, is used to bias the thres~old of the other. The 

second, or TIMING discriminator, shown in Fig. 28, has a threshold of -120 mV. 

A wide pulse of -100 mV amplitude is generated by the THRESHOLD discriminator 

and appears at the TIMING unit simultaneously with a bipolar pulse from the 

photomultiplier tube. This bipolar pulse crosses zero from positive to 

negative amplitude. When it arrives at the TIMING unit, the threshold of 

that discriminator is effectively -20 mV. Thus triggering occurs near but 

not at the point of zero-crossing. 

Rather than clipping the photomultiplier anode signal, an equivalent 

procedure is used to produce the bipolar pulse. The anode signal is delayed 

by 6 nsec and is added to an attenuated (6 db) signal-from the 14th dynode. 

The addition is accomplished by a passive mixer composed of 24 olnn resistors 

and HP2303 hot carrier diodes (Fig. 28). The diodes are·present to limit 

the positive and negative excursions of the pulse without affecting the 

slope near zero. At the point of anode-dynode mixing there is also added 
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Fig. 28. The neutron counter timing and calibration electronics. 
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the -100 mV bias pulse from the THRESHOLD discriminator. Various combina-

tions of delay, attenuation, and mixing were examined in order to find 

that combination which would produce a bipolar pulse crossing from positive 

to negative with the steepest possible slope. The delay is a function of 

the cable transit distortion of the pulse· as well as being a function of 

the pulse rise-time. The net pulse emerging from the passive mixer is 

shown "in Fig. 28. This pulse will trigger the TIMING discriminator 20 mV 

below the point of "zero-crossing." 

A second dynode signal generates the bias pulse in the THRESHOLD 

discriminator. This pulse must be present to achieve good timing accuracy 

and. it is later required in coincidence with the output of the TIMING 

discriminator. A valid neutron count therefore occurs whenever the 

THRESHOLD discriminator is triggered. The threshold of this discriminator 

is carefully set and monitored. 

From the data, it appears that the timing accuracy achieved by this 

techniq~e is ± 0.65 nsec. This could possibly be impro~ed by making the 

bias pulse amplitude closer to the threshold of the TIMING discriminator. 

3· Neutron Dotection Efficiency 

The Fortran program TOTEFF computes the neutron detection efficiency 

as a function of incident neutron energy. This program and the calculations 

it performs are completely described elsewhere. 62 The input parameters 

required are~ the couriter dimensions, the mean threshold, and the fractional 

resolution at threshold. 

The threshold is described in units of "equivalent electron energy" 

deposited in the scintillator. In the present case this means 7.11 MeV, 

three times the energy of the maximum recoil electron (2.37 MeV) from the 

Compton scattering of 2.62 MeV gamma ray. This is equivalent to the energy 
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deposit of a 12.6 MeV proton. 65 The threshold is set using the Compton 

edge of this 2.62 MeV gannna ray. Then, 10 db attenuation is inserted at 

the input to the THRESHOLD discriminator to raise the threshold a factor 

of three from 2.37 MeV (T _max) to.7.11 MeV. 
e 

The fractional resolution is defined as T = cr/T
0

, where T0 is the 

mean threshold and cr is the standard deviation from that threshold. cr is 

a composite of crD and crC' where crD refers to the discriminator and crc 

refers to the behavior of the counter. As the discriminator is a far more 

perfect device than the counter, it suffices to take crD = 0 and T = crc/T0• 

crc is the standard deviation from the mean pulse size produced by a 

certain energy deposit in the scintillator. It is calculated as a byproduct 

of the fit to the Compton spectrum of a 2.62 MeV gamma ray. This 

calculation is described below. The result is crc = .55 and T - .10. The 

efficiency is not terribly sensitive to T· 

The results of the efficiency calculations are shown in Fig. 29. The 

detected neutrons in this experiment at the central momentum (prr_ = 716 MeV/c) 

have energies between 50 and 170 MeV. 

4. Calibration and Maintenance of Threshold 

The threshold of the counter-discriminator system is set using the 

energy spectrum of the recoil electrons from the Compton scattering of 

2.62 MeV gamma rays (Fig. 30). These gamma rays come from an excited state 

of Pb
208

, the end product of a sequence of a and ~ decays beginning with 

228 max 
the parent nucleus Th • The sharp cutoff in the spectrum at T _ 

e 

2-37 MeV is known as the "Compton Edge." 

The counter is flooded with the 2.62 MeV gamma rays which scatter at 

random throughout the scintillator. For a perfect counter, the pulse 

height distribution from the photomultiplier should reproduce the 
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70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 

NEUTRON KINETIC .ENERGY (MeV) 

XBL 6910-5 736 

Fig. 29. Neutron counter efficiency for mean threshold of 7.11 MeV and 

fractional-resolution of 0.10. Detected. neutrons in this 

experiment for the central momentum (716· MeV/c) have energi~s 

between 50 and 170 MeV. 
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~ 
Compton Edge 

at Tmax = 2.37 MeV 
e-

PULSE HEIGHT CHANNEL (arbitrary units) 

XBL 6910-5737 

Fig. 30. Compton spectra: (1) Theoretical spectr~m. 

(2) Experimental spectrum. (3) Experimental spectrum cut 

off by discriminator set at the Compton edge. 
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theoretical Compton spectrum (Fig. 30, Curve 1). However, light collection 

from throughout the scintillator is not uniform and the photomultiplication 

process is statistical. Consequently the distribution is smeared out and 

must be obtained by folding oc with the theoretical spectrum (Fig. 30, 

Curve 2). An exponential distribution of noise pulses must also be added. 66 

The experimental distribution is fitted using oc as a free parameter; the 

value which yields the best fit is the oc which is used in the TOTEFF 

calculation. The location of the true Compton edge is also determined by 

the fit. This is the intersection of curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 30. 

Once the Compton edge has been located, the discriminator output is 

used to gate a pulse height analyzer and the threshold is changed until 

the spectrum is cut off at the proper place, namely, at the Compton edge. 

The Compton spectrum, cut off at the Compton edge by a discriminator with 

a properly set threshold, is shown as Curve 3 in Fig. 30. 

The signal sent to the PHA is approximately 10% of that dynode signal 

which is input at the THRESHOLD discriminator (Fig. 28). This 10% is 

taken from the main pulse through a ferrite core. Those pulses which pass 

this discriminator enable the PHA. The threshold is manipulated until the 

spectrum is cut off at the pulse height corresponding to the Compton edge. 

Figure 28 shows the threshold calibration electronics. 

228 At themoment when the threshold is accurately set, a standard Th 

source. ts exposed and pulst'i;s above threshold are counted for a specified 
I 

time interval. :The threshold of each counter is set separately and the · 

counting rate with the standard source recorded. 228 The standard Th source 

can be exposed between Bevatron pulses and a continuous monitor of the 

threshold of each counter is available. When attentuation is used to set 

the threshold higher than 2.37 MeV (equivalent electron energy), the 
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calibration with the standard source can not be continuously monitored. 

To recalibrate the counters one must remove the attenuation. 

Daily observation and recalibration of the thresholds is necessary 

due to fluctuations in the amplification (gain) of the photomultipliers. 

These fluctuations are of both short and longer term and vary from tube to 

tube. The short term fluctuations are oscillatory and have periods varying 

from minutes to hours. The long term changes in gain are larger, represent-

ing steady drifts with time constants of days to weeks. In this experiment 

the XPlo40 tubes were carefully selected. Daily recalibration appears to 

keep the threshold within i 2%. Then the efficiency is constant to within 

a few percent of its value. 

In adjusting the thresholds, two courses of action are open: one is 

to change the gain of the tube by changing the high voltage; the other is 

to change the discriminator threshold to match any changes in gain. In 

this experiment it was considered preferable to do the latter. Changes 

in photomultiplier high voltage substantially inc-.rP.::~~~ the gain fluctuationc 

The THRESHOLD discriminators are monitored by an:automated digital 

system. 67 This device sends input pulses to all 20 discriminators simul-

ta·neously. These input pulses are applied via ferrite cores to the signal 

cables from the phototubes. The cores are permanently in place and do not 

disturb the photomultiplier signals. A fast output from one discriminator 

at a time is sampled by the system. The input pulses are rapidly increased 

in size until the discriminator threshold is reached and an output pulse 

is returned to the monitoring system. The threshold is then displayed 

digitally. The monitoring system is used to set, change, and observe the 

20 discriminator thresholds. 
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D. Scanning Efficiency Correction Matrix 

The scanning correction matrix Pij discussed in the text is easily 

obtained from the triple-scanned roll. The "true" number of gamma rays 

(the sum of the reported showers and the number of triggered gamma counters) 

is taken to be the number found on the fourth scan. In the event that the 

scanners agreed on the first three scans, the mutually agreed upon number 

is taken to be the "truth." Table D-I sh~s theresults of the triple-

scan for all events with a neutron time of flight greater than 30 nsec. 

The results are averaged over all three scans. For example, averaged over 

all three scans the scanners correctly identified 837 out of 883 21 events. 

Table D-I. Triple-scan results for neutron time of flight > 30 nsec. 

Observed number True number of gamma rays 
of y rays 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 35 2 

1 2 144 7 1 

2 1 14' 837 22 1 

3 1 36 187 15 2 

4 .:.:3 ::~4 294 21 2 

5 2 26 173 20 

6 3 26 198 4 

7 1 1 3 13 15 

8 2 

The array in Table D-I, when properly normalized, becomes the matrix 

P. . • The normalization is such that 
~J 

refers to the true number of gammas. 

L P .. = 1 where the jth index 
~J i 

Then we have that 
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I s. = I P .. T. 
i 

1. i,j l.J J 

I 'L pij) = 
\ i 

T. 
j J 

= T. 
j J 

That is, the total number of observed events is equal to the total number 

of true events without regard to the number of gamma rays. In this 

experiment every event is scanned; there is no possibility of missing an 

event, only of misreporting one. Table D-li shows the matrix P and 

-1 
Table D-Ill shows the inverse matrix P • 

Table D- II. The matrix P. 

Observed number 
of y rays 

0 1 

0 -921 .014 

1 .061 .892 

2 .018 .089 

3 .oo4 

4 

5 

6 

7 

True number of 
2 3 

.oo8 .oo4 

·947 -093 

.o4o ·190 

.oo4 .100 

.oo8 

.001 

.003 

ganuna 
4 

.oo4 

.o43 

.866 

.077 

.008 

.002 

rays 
5 

.009 

.Q92 

·110 

.l16 

.013 

6 7 

.010 

. o84 . 016 

.848 -175 

·057 ·730 

The triple-scanned events listed in Table D-1 were restricted to those 

with neutron time of flight greater than 30 nsec. This is done to avoid 

0 
correcting the scanned events in the ~ time of flight region with a matrix 

which reflects the peculiar scanning topology of the charge exchange events 
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Table D-III. The inverse matrix 
-1-

p • 

Total number Observed number of gamma rays 
of r rays 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 1.087 -.018 

1 -.075 1.123 -·009 -.005 

2 -.013 -.105 1.062 -.124 .001 .001 

3 .001 -.001 -.054 1.280 -.063 -.007 .001 

4 .001 .002 -.147 1.175 -.138 .003 

5 
., I .--. 0(1)~ J..llB l.J32 -.ml31 0. 002 

6 -.001 .oo6 -.178 1.217 -.287 

7 •') -.00$ ... Q(bi]! To 01!0 .!.09~ 1-392 

(t - 25 nsec). At 716 MeV/c the charge exchange kinematics are such that 
n 

most of the gamma rays go bac~ard in the laboratory; so much so, in fact, 

that - 60% of the observed two gamma charge exchange events involve a 

triggered gamma counter (compared with - 10% of two gamma ~0 events). Any 

systematic difficulties that the scanners have with events involving triggered 

gamma counters will be much more important for the charge exchange events. 

Consequently the two r~gions of time'of flight (above and below 30 nsec) 

are treated separately. The scanning correction matrix for t < 30 nsec 
n 

is not shown here. 

Examination of Table D-II or D-Ill will show that the scanners have 

a larger efficiency for the detection of ·2,· 4, and 6y. events. This reflects 

the fact that they have known since the beginning of the experiment that 

only even numbers of showers occur naturally. If they find an odd number 

of_ showers they have a tendency to rescan the frame to see if they missed 

one. 

-1 The inverse scanning matrix P.. is applied to the scanned data to 
l.J 
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obtain the true data. There are errors associated with each matrix element 

which reflect the statistically limited sample of data from which the 

matrix was obtained. These errors are propagated through the branching 

ratio calculations. 
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E. Neutron Scattering in the Spark Chambers 

Neutrons emerging from the hydrogen target must pass through the 

lead-plate spark chambers before they reach the neutron counters. 

Calculations done prior to the experiment indicated that approximately 

30% of the neutrons would scatter in the lead before reaching the neutron 

counters. About 50% of the scattering was expected to be elastic scattering; 

1\er:e·.~neutron is scattered through very small angles (:53 deg) with little 

change in velocity. We did not expect to see much effect from the elastic 

scattering because of t~e resolution of our counters. The inelastic 

scattering, on the other hand, involves large angles and considerable loss 

of velocity. Even this scattering was expected to be of relatively little 

0 0 0 importance for ~ p ~ ~ n or ~ p ~ ~ ~ n processes. However, it should be 

a very significant effect for the charge exchange events. The data bears 

this prediction out. 

At 716 MeV/c the neutron counters straddle the Jacobian peak for 

0 ( - 0 0 
~ p ~ ~ n. They also tend to select ~ p ~ ~ ~ n events where the di-pion 

mass approximates that of the ~0 .) - 0 The number of neutrons from ~ p ~ ~ n which 

should strike the neutron counters (without scattering in the lead plates) 

is very large compared to the number which should pass near the counters 

without hitting them. Calculations show that the likelihood of a neutron 

f 
0 i . h . 11 rom ~ p ~ ~ n scatter ng 1n to t e neutron counter 1s very sma • The 

0 effect of neutron scattering here is to lose ~ p ~ ~ n events because 

the.n~utron scatters ·out of the counter. The same thing is true of 

0 0 . 
~ p ~-~·~ n~events to a lesser degree • 

. charge exchange neutrons are produced. at all different angles near 

the angle of the neutron counters. There is no special selectivity here. 

The likelihood of a neutron scattering in to the counters from larger or 
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smaller angles is quite high. Only about two-thirds of the detected charge 

exchange events are expected to involve unscattered neutrons; the other 

one-third will appear to have a longer time of flight. That approximately 

one-third of the charge exchange events will involve a scattered neutron 

is exactly what the data shows. The 1 and 2r distributions for the data 

at 654 MeV/c (Fig. 14) show what the charge exchange time of flight spectrum 

looks like. The sharp peak contains mostly events where the neutron did 

not scatter. The long tail after the peak contains events with scattered 

neutrons. A similar tail on the charge exchange peak is the background 

we must account for under the r1 peak in the 0, 1, and 2r distributions at 

716 MeV/c. 

The SIOUX fitting for the "two-shower" events provides ample evidence 

that this picture of neutron scattering effects is accurate. 

One of the kinematical quantities which we may examine for both the 

passing and failing events is the angle between the two decay gamma rays, 

the so-called. "opening angle~" If the two gamma rays come from the two 

gamma decay of an ~ or ~, they will have a characteristic distribution 

in the center of mass system for the production of the meson (where the meson 

has a unique velocity). This distribution is described in Rossi, High 

Energy Particles, 68 page 199· One of the most distinctive features of the 

distribution is that there is a minimum opening angle which depends only 

on the velocity of the particle. In the present case this angle is 157 

deg for the ~ decay and 34 deg for the pion. With the experimental 

resolution we have, ··the effective minimum opening angle for the ~ is 

approximately 130 deg. Figure 31 shows the opening angle distribution 

for the "two-shower" events where SIOUX found a fit (these are the same 

events shown in histogram (2), Fig. 16). Fi~ure 32 shows the same distribution 
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C. M. OPENING ANG'LE DISTRIBUTION 
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Fig. 31. Gamma ray opening angle distribution for passing events in the 
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FAILING EVENTS 
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Gamma ray opening angle distribution for failing events in the 
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for the failing events (compare with Fig. 16, histogram (3) ). Any event. 

with an opening angle less than ~ 130 deg is not an ~· The peak near 160 

deg in Fig. 31 is the ~ distribution. (An excellent place to see what the 

theoretical and experimental opening angle distribution looks like is 

Ref. 10.) It is clear from Fig. 31 that most of the_ passing events are 

~ events. Figure 32 indicates that most, if not all, of the failing events 

are consistent with being charge exchange events. Comparison of histogram 

(3), Fig. 16, and Fig. 32 shows that most of the failing events have the 

wrong time of flight (but the right opening angle d:Hrtrrd.~td.on'"'~ to be 

charge exchange events. The explanation is that the time of flight 

information is erroneous because the neutron has scattered in the lead 

plates. 

Comparison of Figs. 31 and 32 indicates that approximately two-thirds 

of the charge exchange events seem to fail due'to a scattered neutron and 

erroneous time qf flight information. This appears to contradict thte 

statement above that one-third of the charge exchange events should 

involve a scattered neutron. If one were to count the number of charge 

exchange events in the tail of the charge exchange peak and the number in 

the peak itself for all the 0, 1, and 2y events,· one would find two-thirds 

in the peak. There are very few true "two-shower" events involving 

unscattered neutrons because the kinematics for charge exchange at 716 

MeV/c are unfavorable. The "two-shower" events analyzed by SIOUX represent 

a special class ot events, a disproportionally large number of which involve 

neutrons which have scattered-in to the counters. 
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